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PREFACE

The Structure i and Materials Panel of AGARD has been actively involved in high temperature materials and
their mechanical properties for a number of years. Increasing performance requirements for military aircraft o7 er the
years have imposed harsh high temperature strength and creep resistance requirements on materials, particularly for
turbine engine construction. More recently there has also been increasingly widespread concern about the reliability
and durability of high temperature components in service. This has been accompanied by an increasing interest not
only in improved materials, but also in improved methods for describing their behavior under complex engine
environments and in improved means of predicting material and component lifetimes.

In response to these needs, the Panel organized a Working Group on High Temperature Material Testing in 1966,
and in 1971 published its results on a cooperative creep testing program as AGARD Report 581. 'lhe Panel followed
up that activity by forming a Working Group ol Low-Cycle High Temperature Fatigue. The Group first undertook
a survey of current activities and test methods used in this field, published as AGARD Conferenece Proceedings 155.

The Panel's current Sub-Committee on High Temperature Materials is conducting, as its primary activity, a
cooperative program on the characterization of low-cycle, high temperature fatigue by strainrange partitioning tech-
niques. In view of the current interest in ceramics for use in high temperature turbine engine applications in many
of the NATO nations, however, the Sub-Committee has undertaken several activities in this area as well.

Two invited papers onl analytical techniques for the determination of localized stresses and ,trains and the
application of fracture mechanics, proof testing, and life prediction techniques to ceramics were presented at the
Panel's 40th Meeting in April 1975 and published as AGARD Report 634.

To assist member nations in guiding their current efforts in the mechanical property testing and use of ceramics
and to assist the Panel in its formulation of future activities in this area, three additional papers were invited for
presentation at the 43rd Panel Meeting in October 1976. These papers covered in greater detail the fracture mechanics,
high temperature creep properties, and design aspects of ceramic materials. They were very well received and generated
extensive discussion. They are offered here in the hope that they will stimulate others in their efforts to develop high
temperature ceramic structural components.

The Panel is deeply indebted to the authors for their efforts in preparing and presenting these papers.

Norman M.TALLAN
Chairman
High Temperature Materials
Sub-Committee
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CREEP OF CERAMIC MATERIALS FOR
GAS TURBINE APPLICATION

by

Prof. Dr. Fritz Thmmler
Dipl.-Ing. Georg Grathwohl
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der Universitat (TH) Karlsruhe,

Inctitut fUr Material- und Festkbrperforschung
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SUMMARY

The creep properties of silicon nitride and silicon carbide are important with re-
spect to their possible applicatior in gas turbines. After introductory chapters on ge-
neral aspects of creep including creep mechanisms common and unusual testing procedures
and evaluations are outlined. The creep of different types of Si N , Sialons and of SiC
is reviewed and compared, considering the important influences of purity, microstructure
and environment. Relations of creep to fatigue and to the delayed fracture phenomenon
have been mentioned. In the last paragraph some open questions and future research re-
quirements are discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

The possible use cf ceramics for high performance engineering applications is one
of the most exciting approaches in today's material science and technology. In gas tur-
bines the gas inlet temperatures could be raised as high as to 13000 or 13500C by use of
silicon nitride or silicon carbide for the main turbine parts. It is well known that the
main difficulties to be overcome are related to the brittleness of ceramics, i.e. the
impossibility of stress relaxation by microplastic flow at low temperatures. The applica-
tion of these materials at high temperatures raises also other material problems mainly
with respect to creep and chemical reactions. An adequate creep resistance is mainly im-
portant for the rotating turbine parts. A high creep rate leads not only to unallowed
elongations but also to uncontrolled stresses in the transition zones between crept and
non crept material after cooling down. In spite of the general agreement with respect to
use creep resistant materials for turbine construction it is difficult to get definite
figures of tolerable creep strain from the designer. For reaction bonded silicon nitzide
(RBSN) less than 0.5% creep at 12600C,^70 MN/m 2 and 200 hrs was sheduled for turbine com-
ponents /1,2/. Nevertheless, the relevance of the creep phenomenon with respect to mate-
rial specifications seems not to be fully established so far.

Creep properties have been investigated extensively by many researchers during the
last decade or even before, but very different and in some cases hardly comparable results
have been achieved. This is true for the hot-pressed Si3 N (HPSN) as well as for the RBSN
material and also for SiC. Nevertheless some consistency Aas been achieved recently with
respect to important aspects. Considering the chemical behaviour we must take into ac-
count the system: nonoxide ceramic - turbine gas as highly unstable in terms of thermo-
dynamics. Thus, oxidation starting from the surface occurs, depending strongly on the
temperature regime as well as from the materials quality.

In this paper, at first some general aspects of creep in ceramics will be lined out,
followed by a paragraphe of creep testing. The most important creep results of HPSN, RBSN,
Sialons and SiC will be reviewed. A special purpose of this paper is to point out the
numerous parameters being important for the creep pro;?rties, including impurity and en-
vironmental influences. In addition some related or competitive phenomena to creep
(fatigue, delayed fracture) will be mentioned shortly. Last, some proposals for further
research will be summarized.

2. GENERAL ASPECTS OF CREEP AND CREEP MECHANISMS CONSIDERING CERAMIC MATERIALS

The phenomenon of creep as the most important aspect of the high temperature plasti-
city of matter is a slow plastic deformation under all sorts of stresses. It is observed
in many types of engineering materials: metals and alloys, ceramics, glasses and polymers.
Only short paragraphes can be devoted to the general aspect, comprehensive reviews are
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available, e.g./3,4/.

The parameters involved in a creep experiment with a constant stress or a constant
load excluding the sample itself are commonly: stress (a), temperature (T) and time (t),
the figures characterizing the creep behaviour are the plastic strain (e) and the strain
rate de/dt = t. Generally, the simple crec curve c vs t (e(t)) at a constant stress and
temperature (Fig.l) can be divided into 3 parts: the primary or transient creep with a
decreasing creep rate and the strain et,The secondary or steady state creep ts ) with a
constant (minimum) creep rate Q s) and the tertiary creep (ett). The latter is the part
of the curve with an enhanced creep rate indicating the fracture of the sample in the
near future. In Fig. I also the initial strain (c ), i.e. the elastic deformation (eel)
plus some plastic strain during the time of ±oadiRZ is included. This initial strain
is hard to define exactly. Thus, the summarized deformation during the experiment con-
sidering all the stages is

e(t) = eo+Ct+E +t (1)
0 t S tt ()

The summarized creep deformation of the sample is

cr (t)=E(t)- el (2)

or, with only little failure in many cases

Ecr (t)*a(t)-e0  (2a)

The absolute and the relative extension of the three stages of thecreep curve can be very

different depending on material and experimental parameters.

TRANSIENT CREEP

The time dependence of e t have been formulated by different equations e.g. /5/

ct=a.tl/3 (3)

This t 1/ 3 term allows to describe adequatly transient creep results of Cu, Ni-Co-alloys
and steels between Et= I and 10%. Another approach was developed containing an e-mt-term
/6/. It was proved by creep results also found with different metals showing little dif-
ference to a plot after eq. '3). A logarithmic equation

tt ,=a ' n( + to (4)

or in the simple form

Ct,=a"log t (4a)

has been observed mainly at low temperatures (T<O.3T ) and up to relatively small strain
values in metals. Also graphite follows this equatioW below 15000 C /6/. Due to the strain
and temperature limitations one can consider the logarithmic law to describe only a part
of the transition creep curve /3/. For this reason the symbol et, has been choosen.

The most reasonable interpolation of the c(t) values during transient creep is given
by the general parabolic form

ct=b-t1 -  (5)

This form includes eq. (3). The differentiation leads to the creep rate

tAt - c  (5a)

with b= A
1-c

Many experimental results on metals as well as on ceramics follow this equation. The value
of c can vary, ranging e.g. from 0.4 +a 0.8 /7/. From a basic point of view, the initial
t should be proportional to t aad the total strain in the primary range (c ) should be
iAdependent from a and T /3/. According to /8/ primary as well as steady state creep
should be controlled by the same constants and by the same elementary steps. Results on
oxide nuclear fuel materials /lQ' seem to meet this statement to some extent. On the other
hand, the independence of t from stress could not be verified in some metallic systems
(for data s./3/), but the et range increases with the stress. The same seems to be true
for the e range of RBSN as demonstrated by several e(t)-curves up to 50 hrs /7/. This
problem msst not be confused with the dependence of t on o, both correlate at any rate.
This was demonstrated also in /7/ and a relation

t t eB  (6)

...... .... . . ,... j ........ .. ..... .. .. .. ... .. .. ....,, ,. ........ .. .... .... .. .... . , m ~ li u ~ .
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has been observed. An equation, which includes time, temperature, stress and grain size
(a) was proposed in / 9 /:

Y (A "a- 5 .exp--) tm- 1  (7)

a

L.ning compatible with (5a). The constant m was found to be 0.7±0.1 for UO 2 with a grain
size of 10 to 30 Um.

A discussion of the mechanisms of primary creep as proposed for metals would be of
little value here, because it involves dislocation reactions in any case. In this stage
hardening reactions are dominating over recovery and the main process seems to be the
formation of sub-grains, in metals as well as in ceramics. In the ceramic material dis-
cussed belj.i dislocation motion is very probably of small importance, especially during
primary creep.

Nevertheless, the principal statement that the duratior of primary creep is as long
as considerable microstructural changes occur must be valid also for these substances.
In oxide nuclear fuels IVY a considerable grain growth, thermally activated as well as
stress induced, has been found to be responsible for the decrease of t during transition
creep. These processes could be clearly separated from the built-up of a dislocation
network.

The microstructural changes in ceramics can occur due to at least one parameter more
than in metals, namely the porosity. There is strong evidence, that ceramics with a higher
pore volume exhibit a more extended c -range t1an those with lower porosity, but vuch
systemscan undergo densification duriAg creep by hot pressing effects.

An evaluation of the extension of primary creep due to grain boundary sliding com-
bined with diffusion processes has been given by Raj and ',shby /19/. In a model of a dense
polycrystalline material with hexagonal,purely elastic, &rains and viscous boundaries a
very limited sliding displacement of about 50 A can occur when crack formation and grain
boundary separation is not considered. The process stops when th, irternal s-resses have
built up to a sufficiently high level.

A transition creep range should not occur, if the creep process follows a pure dif-

fusional Nabarro-Herring mecharism.

STEADY STATE CREEP

The steady state range e is the most investigated part of the creep curve in metals
and ceramics. The constant ra e t , i.e. the minimum rate which the material can undergo,
is of principal engineering importance. The definition of the rate

= des leads to the time

dt

dependence cs=ts.t (8)

The exact evaluation of the onset of I is difficult, becausa I turns over in t conti-
nously. In addition, the beginning of t depends on +he accumcay o.' the measureRents as
well as on the graphical representation 1/l1,12/. In tensile tests a difficulty arises
due to sample cross section diminishing, resulting in a raise of the stress. In compres-
sion tests stress at constant load is decreasing during deformationi. This must be con-
sidered mathematically, at least at larger strains /10/.

The extension of the E range (as well as the creep properties in general and espe-
cially t ) depends mainly ffom microstructural parameters of the sample. After evaluati-n
of prEt-ige creep measurements of stainless steel an infiLence of temperature and stress
on the duration of t could not be observed, as long as nicrostructure is unchanged /13'.
The onset of ts indicates, that microstructure has reached something like an equilibrium
and the substructure reached does not change duiing further creep. The end of ts indicates
the occurence of special types of (dangerous) microstructural changes.

Of course, the creep rate ts is strongly infl enced by temperature and stress as well

as by structural parameters. The general equation
xy

ts=A.on -exp (-Q/RT) (9)

seems to '.e valid for all creep mechanisms, discussed below and includes:

- structural parameters involved (mainly grain and subgrain size, character of
"cells",porosity), in the factor A

- stress dependence, in the stress exponent n

x) moredetailed: sA • o sin h(V-).exp (-Q/RT), see also eq. (16) (17) (18).

[K
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- temperaturedependence, in the Arrhenius term exp (-Q/RT)

- Q being the activation energy of the rate controlling step.

This equation holds in many practical cases for certain ranges of scresses, strains
and temperatures (provided structural parameters being unchanged during experiment). On
the other hand, A,n and Q are no constants in principle: A and Q may be also a function
of stress, strain and temperature, n (depending mainly from creep mechanism) may be a
function of stress /3/. Thus a limited validity range of eq. (9) can be stated.

TERTIARY CREEP

The transition of & into t occurs continously in a similar manner as the ! L-s
transition. The time of the beglning ett(t 2 ) should be reciprocal to t

t2 l/ts  (10)

if the independence of the e -range on stress and temperature is valid /3/. Tertiary
creep introduces fracture dug to the growth of cracks in the critical size range. The
total time to fracture (tf) is found in many materials similar to eq. (10D, namely

tf =C.1/9s (1a)

This is a result of the priAcipal geometrical similarity of most of the creep curves.
It seems to be difficult to find a time dependence of c with broader validity for the
entire tertiary range, because crack formation and growt under creep conditions are too
complex processes. The equations

E tt= a- t 4/3 (11)

and Ett=a.exp (p-t) (12)

(a and p being constants) have been found experimentally for the first and for the se-
cond part, resp., of this range /3/. All these results have been achieved with metals
and alloys.

CREEP MECHANISMS AND RATE DEPENDENCE ON STRESS, GRAIN SIZE AND POROSITY
IN THE STEADY STATE RANGE

At first, it is worthwhile to have A look on a so-called deformation mechanism map.
Such general views have been established for metallic and nonmetallic materials during
the last years. Fig. 2 represents this map for nickel and fig.3 for spinel. In these
stress-temperature-plots one finds a number of fields, each with a certain mechanism
which controlls the deformation process under these conditions. Further some curves for
certain measured creep ratas can be seen. The comparison of these figures show, that in
metals and ceramics the same mechanisms of deformation occur, at least in principle. The
importance of a single mechanism, on the other hand, with respect to the stress-tem-
perature field can be different in ceramics and in metals, indeel.

At high temperatures and low stresses or even over a large stress range the Nabarro-
ging creep /15,16/ dominates. It is a purely volume diffusion controlled process,

initiated by stress, resulting in a directed diffusional flow in order to relax the stress.
The creep rate t is deviated as

• D
B. v (13)1K • T • a2 "°

with 6 = a constant in the order of 10, depepding cn the geometry of the grains

= volume of a point defect responsible for diffusion

Dv = volume diffusion coefficient

a = grain size (boundaries acting as sinks for vacancies)

a = effective stress

The most important feature in this mechanism is the proportionality of t and a, the
characterizing relation of the viscous flow process. The t n- I/a 2 relation is also sig-
nificant for, this mechanism. The temperature dependence of this process is controlled by
the figure of D . In principle, this mechanism may occur during all three stages of creep,
but it gets unimportant at such stresses, when considerable dislocation motion occurs.
Due to their high dislocation mobility in metals it is very difficult to observe Nabarro-
Herring creep in metallic materials, but it has been found in many ceramics and often
investigated in A1 2 03 /17/. With respect to a calculation of Dv-values from such creep
experiments one must consider, that in ionic crystals anions and cationE cannot diffuse
independently into one direction, due to charge separation and production of an internal
electric field. Ambipolar coupling occurs and the rate is controlled by the slower dif-
fusion species along its fastest path, including grain boundaries.



A similar model, where the diffusion flow occurs only through the grain boundaries,
was developed by Coble /18/ (Coble creep), The creep rate according to this model is:

0 .DB.6

E=B . (14)1K.T.a 3

with B1 = a constant

6 = the effective cross section of a grain boundary

DB = the grain bouidary diffusion coefficient

Eq. (14) includes Vu1/a 3 but also the t'a relation.

Generally, volume and boundary diffusion occur simultaneously, and the diffusional creep
rate can be written /19/

0.D v a DB2 a
KaT a v

Due to the smal).6-value the term in brackets is only in fine grained material much nigher
than unity. Otherwise diffusion round tha grain boundaries is unimportant and the Nabarro-
Herring process dominates. At high temperatures DB/D tends to decrease due to the lower
activation energy of DB, also favouring the Nabarro- echanism.

Important ideas for the materials discussed below havL been worked out by Gifkins
and Snowdon /20,21,22/. Their model is based on a boundary diffusion or sliding mechanism
without a deformation of the individual grains. This leads to accomodation processes in
the grain boundary wedges, necessary for geometrical reasons. In this model again a

1 relation is claimed which could not always be con-
3

a
firmed by the results. This relation seems to depend on the grain size itself. It has
been shown several times /reviawed e.g. in 4/, that these accomodation processes give
raise to wedge cracks, void formation and grain boundary separation, especially in the
case when the diffusional or viscous flow directed to these triple points is not iast
enough to reach full accomodation.

Cavity f,.,mation and growth may occur after two principle mechanisms: The model of
void growth envisages the diffusion of grain boundary vacancies to a highly stressed sink
within this boundary as the rate controlling step. This is something like a "negative
sin-ering', with the driving force due to a chemical potential gradient caused by the
tensile stress /23/. Another possibility is the formation of the cavity as a shear crack,
which grows by &rain boundary sliding /22/. There is strong evidence for both mechanisms,
dcpending Dn materials and experimental parameters involved. For gas turbine ceramics the
latter mechanism is of special relevance. One has to consider the important fact, that
crack and cavity formation and growth can occur in all stages of creep, not only within
the tertiary range, particularly in materials with individual grains of low plasticity.

Gifkins formula f r the boundary sliding process is very similar to eq. (14),
including also tno. Siress exponents in ceramic substances have been found often higher
than unity, e.g. n = 1,3 to 2 and the simultaneous operation of at least two principles,
including dislocation mechanism nave been argued (s. below). On the other hand it was
stated that the rate dependence on stiess can raise to higher values (n = 2 or even more)
without participation of Jislucpccion processes, when considerable grain boundary separa-
tion occur /24/. As a consequence care must be taken with the explanation of such stress
exponents.

Most of the crystalline materials undergo creep deformation under a broad field of
experimental conditions by dislocation motion. This holds for polycrystalline ceramics
mainly at higher stresses and at temperatures, where dislocations are mobile. In a creep
process, where the grain boundary accomodation is controlled by dislocation climb but the
principle mechanism i3 still grain boundary sliding, an equation has been derived /19/

0 n
. v (1n

2 KT j

where P2 = a constant

p= shear modulus

b = Burgers vector

The stress exponent n is higher than unity in this case, depending on specific disloca-
tion mechanism operating during creep.

In the large amount of eyperiments, where n has been found between 4 and 5, a strong
evidence for dislocation processes as the principle mechanism is given. At higher and
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very high stresses n values of 7 or even 10 to 40 have been reported /3/, figures empiri-
cally found on the basis of these power functions but without any realistic respect. Thus,
a function

t & B3 . exp (A) (17)

has been proposed. Experimental verification has been reported also for this equation
(being not valid for a-O, because of a residue creep rate at aoO). It was suggested that
perhaps all models for a thermally activated creep lead to a sin h-function of the first
power, following the equation

t=B an-lsin h (Ba) (18)

Vwhere B = WT' V being an activation volume.

nAt low stresses, eq. (18) passes over to the power function &-a , normally fit by the
experiments.

It was emphasized, e.g. in /25/, that all creep processes with dislocation climb as
a main principle must be reducible to volume diffusion processes and the relevant dif-
fusion coefficients are the basic rate controlling figures. On the other hand, disloca-
tion Slide cannot be completly excluded during creep, mainly at high stless levels and in
metallic systems /26/. In this case a correlation to diffusion data is no longer valid.
In ceramics however the upper stress limit for high temperature deformation may be deter-
minded by brittle frac.ure, rather below the stress level of pure dislocation gliae.

Equations (13)(14)(15) include the creep rate dependence on grain size. The diminis-
hed creep rate in a coarse grained material is of considerable practica-limportance. It
holds for all cases of diffusion or grain boundary sliding as the creep mechanism con-
trolling and can be easily understood. This effect is in contrast to the grain size de-
pexidence of the yield strength (Hall-Petch). However, the coarser grain sized r.aterials
obviously exhibit a smaller creep strain at fracture /27/. It is difficult to realize the
ts /a 2 and ts I/ a3 relations experimentally, especially to distinguish them.

It seems to be doubtful, whether a dislocation controlled creep rate can also be in-
fluenced by grain size variations. The path of dislocation motion should be limitcd by
the substructure (formed during transition creep) or generally by the threedimensional
dislocation network and only to a much lower extent by large-angle grain boundaries. Ne-
vertheless, the grain size effect seems to occur in many ceramic and metallic materials.
Although dislocation controlled creep is widely accepted in metallic systems a marked
contribution of grain boundary sliding cannot be excluded, at least in fine grained ma-
terials /3/.

Also the orosit' may influence t as investigated in a few examples and discussed
in /28/. Of course a igher porosity lads to an enhanced creep rate. The eqiation pro-

posed is:

+1 l+a-p 2  (19)
-a

t being the creep rate of the porous sample, a is a constant, (0,044 /28/ or 0,125 /29/)
; and p the porosity in %. A marked influence of the stress exponent n on the

dependence on porosity was stated /30/. This - certainly important - porosity influence
may in practice often be superimposed by grain size effects because materials of high
porosity normilly have a smaller grain size than dense materials, otherwise doping sub-
stances were uscd during fabrication.

3. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In a normal creep test a specimen is heated up to the temperature provided which has
to be controlled to a constant value during the experiment. After reaching a constant
temperature distribution in the test equipment a constant stress is mechanically induced
in the specimen. The sample answers the stress by deformation as a finction of time which
has to be continuously measured and registered. In special cases a constant deformation
speed (constant cross head velocity) was used, followed by building-up of the deforma-
tion stress in the sample /57/.

TEMPERATURE AND ATMOSPHERE

The furnaces for creep testing of ceramics are normally equipped with heating ele-
ments which allow the operation under oxidising conditions. These elements are commonly
made from SiC but also platinum or Kanthal wound furnaces are usee. Tn order to investi-
gate the atmosphere influence on the creep behaviour of silicon nitride some creep tests
under inert atmospheres, i.e. vacuum /31/ and He /32/ have also been performed. The tempe-
rature in the furnace is normally measured by using thermocouples and maintained constant
to better than ± 5oc at creep temperatures up to 14000C. Because of the thermal expansion
of the testing arrangement and the specimen, especially tensile crep! Cests, are very
sensitive to temperature instability. With the present standard of terperature control-
ling systems the sensitivity limit for continuous tensile strain measurement is supposed
to be in the order of 10-4 h -1 /3/.
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As an important feature of the considered engineering ceramics the creep rate under
the exposure to oil combustion products would be of high interest. Up to this point the
knowledge about the creep behaviour under gas turbine typical environments is very limi-
ted. Another approach has been started in /2/, where with an oxyacetylene torch along
the gauge length of a tension specimen extcemely rapid heating to the creep temperature
has been attained. A constant specimen surface temperature distribution, e.g. at 13500C
has been achieved after less than 10 seconds. This very high heating rate meets another
aim of gas turbine ceramics. Temperature measuring by optical pyrometer gives here a
reproducibility of approximately 150 C. The temperature distribution over the gauge length
seems to be reasonable with respect to the highly difficult testing arrangement. A much
more unsatisfying temperature distribution with a temperature gradient of 80oC across
the gauge length has been achieved with a different torch configuration for torsion creep
tests /2/.

LOADING

In creep testing of ceramics the bending load system is widely favoured in contrast
to other loading methods as tension, torsion or compression. The reasons are mainly of
experimental or economical nature: The bending specimen is normally a simple bar with
parallel surface sides, which needs very much lower manufacturing costs than e.g. a ten-
sion or torsion specimen. In the bending system no problem with the definition of a gauge
length arises; moreover the deflection signal can be measured by feelers (leading to the
linear working differential transformators (LVDT) which are in direct contact e.g. to
the tension side of the specimen. A very high sensitivity of the strain measurement can
be reached by this method, which is needed for the highly creep resistant ceramics dis-
cussed below. The difficulties to guarantee true axial loading in a tension specimen are
a further disadvantage of the tension loading method.

From a performance point of view the 3-point bending system is the most uncritical
method, but the resulting load distribution leading to a maximal r ment under the point
of loading makes the 4-point bending system more preferable. One Itains here an uniform
load distribution between the two (inner) loading points and so a larger volume of the
sample tested under the maximal stress. By most investigators the outer-fiber tensile
stress is calculated by the elastic beam equation and this maximal stress has been taken
as the nominal stress for bending creep. This stress has been termed the simple beam
stress /'3/ and is obtained from the bending load as

=P.I h (20)

with P = applied load by oneof two loading points

1 = distance between a loading and a supporting point
b h

3

J = = moment of inertia of the beam with a rectangular cross section

h = specimen thickness
= specimen width

Eqn. (20) may be rewritten as

0 =6 P 1 (20a)
bh 2

Although this calculation originally stays for th elastic cake it may also be used with-
out a big failure for the pla.'tic behaviour up to a smallamount of plastic deflection.
Nevertheless, a failure always arises, if the stress exponent n in eqn. (9) is larger
than unity (no viscous flow). For n = I the linear stress distribution over the specimen
cross section derived from elastic loading remains linear. The case n > I means a stronger
stress dependence of the strain rate what leads to a fast relaxation of the outer-fiber
(maximum) stress because of the fact that the strain in any fibpr is linear dependent on
the fiber distance from the neutral axis. In the steady state creep rang this behaviour
resulAs in changing of the stress distribution from the linearity ui'y to a function
o0y I , y being the fibeo distance from the neutral axis. At least for lead at room tem-
perature it has been shown /34/ that this new stress distribution is achieved in a very
short time ( 12 min) and stays unchanged during further creep. For the steady state
creep stage the o'ito-fiber stress after the stress redistribution is obtained /35/ as

6 P 1 2 n + 1 (21)

bh2  3 n

This redistributed stress will be constant if n does not change its value during the ex-
periments. During the time to reach this constant stress distribution the outer-fiber
stress will be wicreasing which brings a further element to the primary creep phenomenon.
If the value of r is known, e.g. from tension creep tests, the redistributed stress cal-
culated by eqn (21) is by 17% lower for n = 2 than the simple beam stress. This leads to
a tensile strair. rate reduced by 31% in the outer fiber, using again the relation t0a

n .

When the primary creep stage also has to be considered, a much higher effort is
needed for the calculation of the stress redistribution. An approach has been given /35a/,
where a time dependent ( m < 1), non-elastic ( n > 1) deformation of a beam according to
c = A a+ B antm is assumed. Again it is noted that for these conditions the outer-fizer
stresses, strains and strain rates decrease compaied with the values expected for a con-



stant stress uniaxial test. The resulting creep behaviour of the beam is considered to
be found betwe-.n two boundaries: first, the deformation response of the beam, i.e.the
stress strain behaviour is the same under tension and compression, second, the compres-
sional side of the beam deforms only by an elastic mode. Calculated results (with n = 2,
m = 0.5) for the first case show, that the resulting creep rate of the beam initially
stressed to the same elastic value as a tension specimen becomes only 60% from the creep
rate of the tension specimen in the uniaxial constant stress test. The calculation shows
that after the elastic loading part a rapid drop of the outer-fiber stress occurs, which
is followed by a further continuous decrease with time. In the second case the stress-
strain relation remains linear (according to the presumption) but goes on to higher
values on the compression side, while the outer-fiber stress on the tension side is
dropping down very rapidly. An eventual ratio between the resulting creep rate of the
tension compared with the bending specimen under initiallv the same elastic stresses is
obtained as approximately 7 : 1, resp. Of course, the experimental ceramic materials
should normally exhibit a behaviour between these two boundaries. An evaluation consi-
dering primary and secondary creep has been given in /35b/. However, the material con-
stants, e.g. n in eqn (9) or B in eqn k6)have to be known for any approach. For this
purpose the tension creep test with the definite unaxial stress over the total cross
section of the specimen has been appreciated by several authors /2,32,53/.

The tension creep specimen is normally an uniform cylindrical body as the gauge
length with two conical heads to be retained in the gripping arrangement. The surface
finishing of the gauge length section of the specimen should be perfectly conducted
in order to avoid any stress concentrations. The grips for transmitting the load to the
specimen should exhibit high refractoriness which make their cooling avoidable, first
because of the high specimen test temperature and second to provide a high uniformity
of the temperautre along the gauge length. As mentioned before exact axial loading
which avoids additional bending moments is very difficult. By the use of several strain
gauges distributed around the gauge section and measuring the strain following a small
preload the misalignment could be reduced to less than 3% bending strain /32/. For the
considered engineering ceramics the stress in this tension specimen can simply be taken
as the relation of the load to the specimen crosF section, P/F. Any stress increase
because of the decrease of the specimen cross s-ction during creep can be neglected up
to a strain of at least 1%. Considering highe- creep strain this stress changing should
be taken into account. An evaluation is suggested for the compression creep test, which
allows simpler experimental procedures.

A specimen for torsion creep tests has been described in /2/. The specimen with
the gauge diameter r ends in two square heads for accomodating the gripping arrange-
ment. The stress will be induced by a torque moment M and can be taken /3/ as

T = 3M (22)
21r

Similar as for the bending system the stress dependence of the strain rate (described
by n) may be considered, what leads to a slightly different stress in the plastic case
as 3 M 3 n + 1 (23)

2 i=r3  * 3 n

A short notice has been given in /36/ about a compression creep test of HPSN with
a very high stress of 690 MN/m2 . For ceramics the compression creep test seems to be useful
with respect to many applications in practice (but not for turbine wheels!); it further
seems to be preferable because of the less qomplex experimental equipment and perfor-
mance combined with a broadly valid evaluation of the stress status. Nevertheless, ad-
ditional tangential and radial stresses are commonly neglected. The stress in a compres-
sion creep specimen is simply calculated as the initial relation P/F. In the real creep
performance the stress is decreasing because of the increase of the specimen cross sec-
tion. The measured creep strains (resulting from this decreasing stress) should normally
be corrected to strain values which would be initiated by a constant stress (s.below).
The creep test can be conducted up to strains as high as 40% /IC , before at higher
strains the deviation of the originally cylindrical to a ton-shaped specimen has to be
c-.nsidered.

STRAIN MEASUREMENT

As mentioned in the previous chapter the measured strain in a compression creep test
(for tension creep tests the equivalent evaluation is valid) should be corrected taking
into account the decrease of the stress during the experiment. The corrected strain which
results from a virtually constant stress is obtained /10/ au

nr 1[° n _ ]

with

10 = original specimen length

1 = actual " "

n = stress exponent (on the basis of tan

As to be seen this correction can only be made, if -. is known. By a further evaluation
with a numerical solution /37/ this problem can be overcome and the material parameters
A, n and Q e.g. from eqn. (9) can simultaneously be obtained.
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The experimental realisation of the continuous measurement of the specimen defor-
mation is mostly attained by the use of LVDT's . The signal will be read by an extenso-
meter which brings it to these electronic transducers mounted outside the furnace. Main-
ly for discontinuous strain measuring some optical systems, e.g. a telescope - catheto-
meter arrangement are in use for compression /10/ as well as for bending /38/ tests,
Both methods, the mechanical-electronic and the optical system, have nearly the same
sensitivity, which is limited for a compression test with ±2 pm /10/. In order to check
the validity of the in-situ-measured strains some investigators compare these results
with the total strain obtained after the experiment by measuring the curvature or the
elongation of bending /31,38/ cr tension specimens /32/, resp.

For the bending specimen the outer-fiber tensile strain i calculated from the de-
flection at the center of the beam relative to the two inner loading points, f, resul-
ting in h

4 h f (25)
a 2

with a = distance between the two (inner) loading points. This relation is given by means
of geometrical reasons considering the existence of a constant radius of curvature bet-
ween the inner loading points. Thus eqn. (25) allows its application up to smallstrains
of approximately 2% /28/. If, because of experimental reasons only the loading point
deflection or the central deflection relative to the (outer) supporting points can be
measured, the calculation has also to consider the stzess exponent n. Thus, an evalua-
tion is given /39/ based on two models describing the curvature of the specimen section
betweer the loading and supporting points as straight line or as part of the circle frcm
the central specimen part under the constant moment.

The surface shear strain y of a torsion creep specimen is received as

Y =  g (26)

1

During the experiment the twist angle vp has to be measured from indicator points which
mark the two ends of the gauge length, 1. Eqn. (26) stays only, if 1 remains constant
during the experiment by fixing both ends of the specimen in the axial direction. Because
of volume constancy the radius of the gauge section, r, remains constant as well.

4. RESULTS

4.1 HOT PRESSED Si3 N4

HPSN is - in contrast to RBSN - a material of nearly full density and high bend
strength. Its creep properties are strongly influenced by the amorphous phase formed
mainly due to the MgO additions, necessary for the successful densification during hot
pressing. This leads in many cases to considerable creep strains, as well in the primary
as in the secondary range. The figures for 9s are generally higher than those for RBSN
(discussed in the next paragraphe) at least comparing high quality material. Fig. 4
summarizes important data of t , but not all the data published so far, could be inclu-
ded. The chemical composition 8f different types of HPSN is presented in Table 1. With
HPSN material, flexure as well as tension creep tests are available /2,40,41,42,43,44/
a very important feature. These values are - as expected theoretically - considerably
higher than the bend test values, the differences being nearly 11/2 orders of magni-
tude. The values can be compared mainly at the test temperature of 126 0 °C. One has to
take into account, that sample heating during tensile test was partly performed by direct
action of an oxyacetylene torch /2/, leading to temperature profiles and sharp gradients
at the ends of the gauge length. Thus, a thorough comparison seems to be difficult so far.
Also torsion creep tests have been performed /2 /, not considered in this figure. The
data show a relatively consistent picture with respect to stress and temperature depen-
dence. In Fig. 4 no experiments performed in helium atmosphere are included. t in Pe
is about one order of magnitude lower than in air /40/. This result is similar, at least
in principle, to the creep experiments with RBSN, performed in air and vacuo, resp.

Fig. 5 illustrates results on time to reach 1% plastic strain. This time decreases
with increasing temperature and increases with purity, being consistent with the results
reported before.

Many of the creep tests have been extended up to fracture, so, stress rupture life
data are available. It is obvious from fig. 6 and Table 1, that a small decrease of Ca
content results in a significant increase in stress rupture life. The life time in helium
in considerably shorter tian life in air and the failure occurs generally at less than
1% total strain, in contrast to 3% or more total strain in air /40/. This seems to be a
principle strain limit f:.r the HPSN developed so far. Very similar results have been re-
ported by /2/ .

The markpd influence of the impurity content, mainly Ca is agreed for all the high
temperature mechanical properties. The effect was investigated in detail by Kossowsky
/32/, who found an t of 4.10 '/h at a Ca content of 0.05%, raising to I.10- 3 /h at
0.5% Ca, both at 1150oC(fig" 7). Even a reduction of Ca content from 0.06 - 0.08%
(NC 130 A) to 0.03 - 0.05% ( - 130 B) seems to have a marked influence /I/. The grain
boundary phase was identified as a Mg silicate containing Ca, Al and alkali metals. It
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was shown, that CaO is present in the grain boundaries of the Norton HS-130 up to 12
mole % and even more in the HS-i1O. Consequently, Kossowsky /40/ claims to lower the Ca
impurities to below 100 ppm, a figure, which should result in a still better creep re-
sistance.

Selected impurity additions as oxides or carbonates lead to a similar result for
Li and Na /45/, but the high volatility during hot pressing resulted in a reduced con-

centration in the billets, thus minimizing their deleterious influence. Fe2 03 and AI 203
did not give a marked effect on the high temperature mechanical properties.

Note that the latest types of HPSN don't contain large amounts of Mg, e.g. less
than I percent (Tab.1), but the chemical analyses are subject to considerable scatter.

Turning over to the creep mechanism, obviously all the experiments exhibit a primary
and secondary creep range, the former often extended up to 50 hrs are even more. In a
few cases /40/ also tertiary creep has been rbserved. This stage of accelerated creep is
rather short and in many cases not detected at all. It is difficult to extract from the
published data the experimental conditions, where tertiary creep occur, because very
probably sample failures are responsible in some cases, at least for an early obser-
vation of this stage. On the other hand a creep strain limitation of generally a few
percent is claimed for HPSN material.

Stress exponents for ts in air have been measured near n = 1,7, /41/ 2,Oto 2,2
/32,40/ activation energies in the range of 585 KJ/mol ('140 Kcal/mole) /41/and 627 KJ/
mole (150 Kcal/mole) /40/. The principle creep equation agreed is eq (9). Both the pre-
exponential term A and the activation energy Q are functions of structure, stress, tem-
perature and environment. At high stresses (100 MN/m 2 at 11500C) or high temperatures
(1350 0 C at 40 MN/m 2 ) even n-values higher than 4 and in helium, nv3,0 has been observed.
Also the activation energies observed are variable, depending from purity as well as
from atmosphere (fig. 8). The value is higher (630 KJ/mol)for tests conducted in helium
than for tests in air and decreases with increasing impurities of the material. On the
other hand, the activation energy is in principle agreement with the figures measured
for viscous flow of silicate glasses (" 600 KJ/mol) /46/.

It is generally agreed that creep deformation is controlled by grain boundary sli-
ding, depending on the amount and the viscosity of the glass phase. Crack and void for-
mation and growth, i.e. grain boundary separation, occurs during this process. (Fig.9)
It has been shown by several researchers that wedge cracks have to open at the grain
junction due to geometrical reasons in order to maintain the straining process during
grain boundary sliding in a polycrystalline material. The growth rate was formulated in
/47/, being a function of stress, strain rate and other parameters. When strain reaches
a limiting value, unstable cracks are formed by linking of grain boundary single separa-
tions, which rapidly grow, marking the start of accelerated creep or fracture.

Explanations for the n-values observed have been offered by several investigators.
Stress exponents between 1 and 2 can be caused by operation of non-Newtonian sliding
processes. A value of 2 can be relevant for grain boundary sliding in fine grained ma-
terials . A more general treatment of this matter was reported in /24/, with respect to
creep of glass ceramics. It was shown that the void formation during creep modifies the
rate dependence of stress to higher n-values, mainly if a free flow of the glass phase
is inhibited and not enough glass phase is available to refill the voids. The reason for
this is an effective decrease of area supporting the load. Thus, it was followed in /40/,
that the observed differences in the creep rates of RBSN in air (n 2) and helium (n&3)
are due to the amount of glass phase present: In air a continous formation of new glass
phase occurs, migrating along grain boundaries into the material. This is a somewhat
similar approach for the explanation of atmosphere dependent creep as the inner oxida-
tion concept for RBSN (s. below). As a consequence, an exposure in air can provide a
valuable mechanism to heal surface cracks.

Even the high values of n > 4 are not explained by a plastic behaviour of the Si3N4
grains due to dislocation motion: This process should occur to a considerable extent
not below 17000C /40/. At temperatures below 14000C, only 1/1000 of the strain observed
(up to 10-2) can be contributed by dislocation motion. Although a very limited plastic
deformation of the grains have been observed, the micrographs indicate that deformation
and failure during creep are caused directly by deformation and failure of the grain
boundary phase. It is claimed further, that failure in creep always originates from ex-
ternal surface, using grain boundaries for its growth.

4.2 REACTION BONDED Si3N4

The creep properties of this material published by different authors exhibit very
large scatter, indeed. This is true for the strain vs. time curves as well as for the
secondary creep rate (Q ). In fig. 10 7 collection of data is presented including own
measurements. This plot contains results of recent experiments but also data from ear-
lier materials, thus, representing a development 9 f more creep resistant materials du-
ring the last years. A creep rate ,=i lO- 7 to 10 -/h is really at the limit of measurable
creep rates at all, perhaps below i in many cases, depending on the equipment used.
Inspite of the large uncertainities in this range such figures indicate highly creep
resistant materials, especially if they were received under high stresses and at tempe-
ratures above 1250 0 C.



Another difficulty is the definition of the steady state value I Secondary creep
is not observed in many cases before times of 50 hrs or even longer, 8specially at high
strains. Additionally, this evaluation is very dependent on the strain measurement ac-
curacy. This is a similar effect as with HPSN, but the longer duration of exposure often
used in creep experiments with HPSN make it easier to evaluate a minimum creep rate az
t Nevertheless, in fig. 10, an t Value was defined in any case, resulting in some un-
cartain*v of only moderate practical relevance.

Fig. 10 contains results from materials with differences in fabrication methods
(&.g. starting powder, powder preparation, forming procedure, reaction sintering shedule,
atmospheres used), impurities, porosity, pore size and size distribution, 0/B-ratio and
other variables.

A few results of stress rupture life data are availabie, ranging at a lower level
than HPSN /2,48/. Most of the creep experiments did not run up to fracture. Investigators
agree /48,51/ that impurities, mainly Ca have a deleterious effect on creep resistance.
Thus, a material with 0.02 to 0.05% Ca behaves much better than with O.i of even 0.4%.
The reasons for this behaviour should be similar as for HPSN: The viscosity of the glass
phase at creep temperatures decreases with increasing Ca contents.This was deduced from
the relevant phase diagrams /52/, which exhibit lowex liquidus temperatures if phases
with high Ca content are involved. Especially the phase CaO-2AI 0 -2SiO is described as
deletrious for creep resistance /48/. 2 3- 2

A high c/B-ratio seems to be favorable for creep resistance /49,51/, although this
is not investigated in detail. This was followed from creep experiments together with
the lack of plastic deformation observed in c-grains in comparison with the observation
of dislocations in (hot pressed) 8-Si 3 4.

With respect to the influence of bulk density, several investigators found a higher
creep resistance of the more dense materials (7,49,53), like in oth~r ceramic materials.
The density range of the materials investigated, was 2.05 to 2.6g/cm . Not all the in-
vestigators gave figures of the density values. Engel -nd Thtmmler /7/ observed pure
primary creep in experiments lasting up to 50 hrs (fi'.11). From their data a prelimi-
nary formula (known from other creep experiments /29/

= + 0,125 p2

0

(p 'o = creep rate of the porous and dense material, resp.,

,p porosity in %)

can be derived. Alphysical meaning of this equation is not given. It should be emphasi-
zed, that this density influence gives an incomplete picture due to the marked influence
of pore size and size distribution (s. below), even at the same bulk density.

An interesting phenomenon is the influence of H2 in the N,-atmosphere during reac-
tion sintering on creep /48/. The steady state creep rate and he plastic strain after
100Q hrs are shown to reach a minimum with a Iv/o H addition and to remain nearly con-
stant-for higher 2 concentrations. The material si~tered in an N2 - 1.8% H2 atmospherewas studied in detail. The reason for better creep resistance was claimed to be 'a micro-
structural effect: The as-nitrided samples without H show a larger grain size and an
overall structure being more open. In contrast, the 3amples nitrided with the H -Nmixture have an incrdased contact area between grains, requiring more force to e Ipplied

to the sample to generate-an equivalent stress condition at the grain boundaries. Such
a material with only 0.04% plastic strain after 200 hrs at 12600 C and '70 MN/m 2 meets
the initial design goals, a statement'that one can agree with.

In this laboratory /54,54/, the surprising effect of severe inner oxidation of RBSN
during creep experiments was detected. We observed this phenomenon not only after creep,
but also after simple annealing tests, depending on the time-temperature regime. The
inner oxidation is very dependent also on structural parameters, mainly on porosity and
pore-size distribution. Fig.. 12 c~mpiles results of x-ray measurements of the cristoba-
lite profiles in crept samples over the whole cross section in the loaded area. ri. 13
collects measurements of pore size distr'ibutions, obtained by Hg-porosimetry, of severa
RBSN qualities. Fig. 14 compares creep curves of the same materials used for the measure-
ments in fig. 12andI3. The RBSN sampl2s used for these experiments are described in I
table 2. The following clear correlation can be observed: After a creep experiment the
inner oxidation is much more severe in materials with a broader pore spectrum including
larger pores than with a narrqw pore distribution. This leads to high creep strains of
highly oxidized samples, while materials with very limited inner oxidation exhibit excel-
lent creep resistance. This result is confirmed by comparative creep tests of the same
RBSN quality in air and in vacuo resp./31/. The vacuum testsx) lead to a very low and
difficult measurable creep strain, being a factor of at least 30 lower than the tests in
normal atmosphere. The lack of inner oxide pha~c was responsible for this creep resi-
stance in vacuo. We believe that a "high quality" RBSN shows a very low and nearly iden-
tical creep rate in air as well as in vacuo.

x) The vacuum test temperatures shall be chosen not higher than 13500C, otherwise a con-
siderable dissoziation occurs.
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These figures include another possibility to get a high creep resistance, namely
surface treatment by exposure in air (e.g. 1 h at T > 1250C) or by CVD-coatings of SiC
or Si3N. Obviously in both cases th~e inner oxidation is diminished and nearly avoided
in the 8VD coated material. Nevertheless, the strength properties of such a material
are not investigated so far.

Considering the results with respect to the creep mechanism many authors observed
both primary and secondary-stage creep. No evidence of tertiary creep occured, even in
the case of fracture, besides of a few exeptions /7/. Generally, the long term tests
did not run longer than 100 to 200 hrs or even shorter and have been concluded before
fracture occured. During secondary creep, the equation (9) was generally fulfilled and
stress exponents between 1.2 and 1.4 /48,51/ , 2.0 in the very fine grained material
/48/ and activation energies around % 540 KJ/mole (130 kcal/mole) have been found. In
the case of constant creep rate stress exponents as well as activation energies have
been measured by stress-change and temperature-chiange experiments, resp., with one sample.
At moderate changes no considerable alteration of microstructure must be taken into
account.

The extended primary creep range was investigated in /7/. A time dependence accor-
ding to eq. (5) and a stress dependence according to eq. (6) have been derived from ex-
perimental results. A log-log-plot shows no constant creep rate during the experimental
time. In this case the evaluation of an activation energy is somewhat more difficult and
we found values between . 500 and 700 KJ/mole ( 120 - 167 kcal/mole). Here it is not
possible to take the value from temperature change experiments and one needs more than
one sample. In order to eliminate structural features, only samples with similar strain
values have been used for the t vs l/T plots. Lower activation energies have been found
at higher stress and lower strain values and vice versa.

There is general agreement, that the dominating creep mechanism is not a true pla-
sticity of the Si 3N4 crystals under experimental creep conditions, but a viscous mecha-
nism along the grain bouindaries /48,51/. This is in agreement with the stress exponents
measured as well as with the triple point voids observed in crept samples. The importance
of glass phases at bounda-i-s is stressed. The vacuum creep tests discussed above show
very clearly the dominati,, role of oxidation products formed in-situ during the creep
test. Experiments in thiq laboratory make clear, that an important part of the inner oxi-
dation products is formed during the heating up period, providing the phases responsible
for the creep rate measured. The x-ray measurements (fig. 12) show a considerable part
of these products being crystalline in nature as a consequence of the amorphons-crystal-
line transformation during exposure. The contribution of the cristobalite together with
the glass phase to the grain boundary viscosity has not been investigated.

One can speculate, that certain impurities (e.g. Ca) enhance the process of inner
oxidation, forming sinks for oxygen due to their high affinity. This can be in addition
to the diffusion of these atoms to the surface and should be true in the case, when the
impurities in the as-manufactured state are not fully oxidized.

4.3 SIALONS

The substitution of Si and N in the B-Si3 N -lattice by Al and 0 is possible up to
high concentrations and a serie of new compounds is resulting in this way. Although
sialon parts can be fabricated by normal cold pressing and sintering procedure (at least
in principle) thi- paper considers only hot pressed material. Some properties of the
sialons are most interesting, e.g. the extremly good oxidation resistance. It seems some-
what difficult to get monophase products, being free from other crystalline and amorphous
phases. Considerable progress was reached during the last years /44/.

The creep properties of sialons are influenced as well by impurities including amor-
phous phases as by the Al/Si-ratio. Osborne has published four point bending creep results
of Lucas material (fig. 15) showing a very broad range of creep behaviour. It is diffi-
cult to take figures for t from these curves; a rough estimation leads to values ranging
from t % 1.1O-5/h for the low creep resistant and t p 5.10- 7/h for highly creep resi-
stant Aaterial. Many of the materials developed have exhibited less than 0.06% creep in
100 hrs. Obviously it is possible to manufacture Sialon with a low creep rate, probably
better than HPSN, nearly as good as the best qlillities of RBSN. This material must be
very near the monophase Si-Al-O-N composition, but the effect of glass content and/or
composition has not been published in detail. It was found difficult to combine a high
room temperature strength and a good creep resistance in the same material. The best com-
bination is reported to have the sialon 144 with a room temperature strength of 790 MN/m 2 ,
a Weibull modulus of 21 and a creep strain of 0.113% in 100 hrs at 1227 0 C and 77 MN/m 2 .

Some of the most creep resistant sialons were selected for testing at 13700 C, 77 MN/m 2 .
The results show an extremly wide range of creep curves. The differences between the
materials are more apparent at this temperature and the surface strains range between
0.13 and more than 0.Z% in 100 hrs,/an order of magnitude higher than at 12270 C. The best

t seems to be in the o.der of 10-/h, but generally no steady state creep can be seen in
tfe relevant figure. Ali sialons with a modulus of rupture strength at 12000 C higher than
at room temperature exhibit very good creep resistance, but the best creep resistant type
has low room temperature strength (450 MN/m 2 ) and low density (?,08 g/cm 3 ).
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4.4 Sic

The results on creep of silicon carbide published so far concern experiments under
very different experimental conditions and uith different materials.

Deflection vs time plots at 1000 and 1235 0C have been reported in /56/ and data at
9000 to 12000 C in /53/. It is difficult to evaluate these results due tc t:le lack of
data with respect to material properties. It was reported in /53/ that the time to pro-
mote 0.125% creep strain in bend-creep tests at 30,9 MN/m 2 can be > 300 hrs at 1O00oC
and at 1100°C,or > 630 hrs and even > 1000 hrs at 12000 C depending on the SiC-material
tested.

More recent work is published in /43,57,58,59/. The experimental conditions and some
principle results are collected in table 3. One should emphasize, that the results are
rather complementary than contradictory and cannot be compared directly. A few other data
are reported in /44/.

Due to a lack of data, it is hardly possible to plot them in a similar manner as
done for Si3 N4 . No I values have been reported in /59/ and even no rough estimation
could occur from the Scollected data. Obviously, temperatures higher than 1S00°C /57,58/
arenct actual for gas turbine applications and must not be discussed here. In fig. 16
and I/ creep curves of HPSC and Refel SiC a e compared with some types of Si N . A rough
estim-ation of t leads to values of ' 5-10-'/h for HPSC and somewhat higher or Refel,
both at 12270 C Sand 77 MN/m 2 . Very low total strain (0.01 to 0.02%) after 100 hrs is
visible. Tne figure for 13700 C is % 2.10- /h for HPSC with a total strain well below
0.1%. Creep elongation at higher stresses is demonstrated in fig. 18 . Here, somewhat
higher strains are observed, but a complete stop of the deformation occurs after a cer-
tain time. This is visible for both investigated types, for the Carborundum KT as well
as for the Springfields Ref-l. The difficulties of obtaining reproducible measurements
of the low levels of strain have been mentioned /43/.

As a preliminary consequence it can be followed, that dense, polycrystalline, pure
SiC is a material with outstanding creep resistance, still better than the best qualities
of RBSN. Little systematic information is available in the most interesting temperature
range of 1200 - 1500CC. A content of free silicon enhances the creep rate considerably
and ieads to marked irregularities in the e(t)-curve as well as in the rate sensitivity
of strain (n = 2, see table 3).

5. RELATIONS TO FATIGUE AND DELAYED FRACTURE

Kossowsky /32/ has performed creep tests as well as low and high cycle fat*gue ex-
periments. He found the higher purity material (HS-130) not exhibiting considerae time
dependent fatigue behav our at 12000 C, in contrast to the lower purity material (HS-110).
This is true up to 2.10 cycles at 1800 cpm, perhaps up to 107 cycles. Neither material
displays the phenomenon at 2301C. Failure generally occurs by intergranular cracking.
Micrographs show areas of highly localized deformation with dislocation structures, sta-
cking faults etc. Mainly at 1300 0 C, triple point cavitations and grain boundary separa-
tions are indicative of grain boundary sliding. Some of these phenomena are very similar
as during creep.

During low cycle fatigue, similar structural features have been observed. It was
followed /32/, that a low cycle fatigue test actually subjects the material to an inter-
mittent creep test.

Corrosion effects are claimed to be operative during fatigue: The lifetime of a fa-
tigue specimen, being controlled by the slow crack growth, shall be influenced by the
formation of glaszy oxidation products from a corrosion mechanism in air. This is a very
similar statement as given in /55/ with respect to the creep rate dependence on atmosphere.

In summary, the behaviour of Si N4 in all three modes of testing is controlled by
the same mechanisms, namely the temperature and strain rate dependence of grain boundary
sliding. Thus, a high quality material (e.g. with a low impurity level and an optimal
microstructure) has a high resistance to creep as well as to fatigue.

Delayed fracture is the catastrophic failure of a material under static load, some
times referred as to static fatigue. Experimental results on gas turbine ceramics have
been presented in /42,60/. The phenomenon occurs mostly in the absence of considerable
creep, i.e. at relatively low temperatures; also the mechanism is not related to creep.
On the other hand, both processes seem to be competitive with respect to failure: In HPSN
the failure mode in the temperature range of 1200

0 C depends on the stress level.
Different Si3 N4 - and SiC-materials can undergo very different time dependence of rupture
stress. The explanation of delayed fracture considers a stress corrosion effect In air
acting at existing flaws until they grow to the cri+ical size for rapid propagation. Al-
though there is no direct proof of this aspect, we must take into account environmental
influences also for delayed fracture.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER RESEARCH REQUIREMENTS

Obviously, the gas turbine ceramics described in this paper exhibit very different
creep behaviour, not only between the groups 4.1 to 4.4, but also within each group. To
understand these facts we must take into account the numerous parameters influencing the
low as well as the high temperature properties actually and inprinciple. With these non-
oxide ceramics, which are thermodynamically unstable in air and often porous and multi-
phase a very complex system is operative during creep. The most important parameters with
respect to material and environment are:

- purity and additives

- microstructure (grain size, pore volume, pore size and size distribution,
inclusions, amorphous and oxide phases)

- atmosphere (oxygen potential, humidity, other aggressive constituents)

These parameters are strongly dependent on each other: purity, additives as well as the
atmosphere during creep determine the microstructure, not completely but to a great ex-
tent. Other, very important influences on microstructure are the characteristics of the
raw material and the fabrication shedule, not discussed in this paper. Thus, the micro-
structure is the key problem to obtain a high creep resistant material. It should be em-
phasized that it is not sufficient to have an "adequate" micrcatructure before creep,
it must be maintained during the whole time of high temperature exposure.

For the HPSN and sialons, the amount and viscosity of the non refractory phases
and their distribution seem to be the most important features. In RBSN, the pore charac-
teristics and the inclusions are the leading parameters. Many of the failures observed
after short exposure times could be initiated by the latter, perhaps also in HPSN. As
shown before, the purity is most important f'.r all types of Si3 N4 . As a very preliminary
statement it seems, that SiC (at least without large amounts of free silicon) is not
as sensitive to microstructure as Si3N4 and lower amounts of oxide phases are present or
formed in the material.

With respect to the total creep deformation after a certain exposure, the RBSN is
generally more creep resistant than HPSN. The outer fibre creep deformation after 100 hrs
at 13000 C at a 70-100 MN/m 2 stress level for RBSN is - 0.1 to 0.2% or even less. Under
these conditions even the latest qualities of HPSN undergoe much higher deformation, say
0.5 - 1%. But this temperature seems too high for the application of HPSN under stress.
The latest qualities of sialons are encouraging with respect to creep properties, on the
other hand it seems doubtful whether a replace of Si N4 by sialons only due to their creep
behaviour should occur. The creep problem of RBSN fo practice has apparently been solved
by the development of the latest qualities, with respect to the requirements mentioned in
chapter 1, but the creep behaviour of very thin cross sections(1 mm or less) together
with the influence of burnt fuel components remains still questionable. Some potential
to improve the HPSN can be seen in a further reduction of the impurity level as well as
.n special additives (e.g. Cerium oxide /61/). in order to receive the main part of the
amorphous phase occuring only temporarily or to enlarge its viscosity considerably. Under
identical creep conditions, hot pressed SiC shows the smallest summarized creep deforma-
tion.

Very important with respect to fabrication of high quality products in a reprodu-
cible manner is a better understanding of the relations between the relevant fabrication
steps and the resulting microstructure. Of course, this is a function of the growing
fabrication eyperience combined with careful parameter studies.

Last not least there is strong evidence, that a material of "high quality" exhibits
a good resistance to creep as well as to fatigue and delayed fracture together with a
high stress rupture life and other good proper. '-s, possibly with the exception of some
sialons. The demand to high rupture strength and high creep strength may be contradic-
tory in some cases due to the different influence of grain size and flaw size.

With respect to the testing procedure the limited value of flexure creep results
for design purposes should be emphasized. Only at special boundary conditions flexure
data can be transferred into tensile data. Nevertheless, flexure tests have been and will
still be of great impottance as a controlling tool for quality improvements.

As an addition to these conclusions in the following paragraphe a number of special
problems are listed as aims for further necessary research work. They may be of more prac-
tical or more basic relevance. resp.

1 - to get a model for transient creep

2 - to elucidate the parameters, where the extension of the transient range depends
from

3 - the influence of a/8-ratio on creep

4 - to explain the different t s rate sensitivities of strain, found by the same class
of material

5 - to explain failures by fracture after short exposure considering surface and bulk
flaw

6 - to characterize the microstructure before and after creep with standardized methods
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7 - systematic investigation on environmental influences on creep, fracture and fatigue

8 - influence of impurities on internal oxidation of RBSN

9 - study on a stress-induced internal oxidation during creep

10 - investigation of the internal oxidation during creep of HPSN

11 - creep of very thin cross sections of RBSN

12 - further elucidation of the desired pore size distribution of RBSN with respect to
internal oxidation and creep

13 - further analytical effort to characterize amorphous and high oxygen containing
phases

14 - studies on the influence of doped HPSN with respect to creep and other properties

15 - studies on the composition of Sialons and its influence on the creep behaviour

16 - creep of CVD coated Si3N (SiC and Si3 N4 coating ), together with rupture strength
and delayed fracture meaurements

17 - to get more consistent creep results on SiC

18 - the comparison of compression creep with tensile creep results in the primary as
well as in the secondary range

19 - the comparison of flexure creep with tensile creep data in the primary as well as
in the secondary range in order to get results on the relevance of flexure creep
data for engineering purposes
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Material Impurities or additives, resp. (wt-%) Ref.
Ca Na K Al Fe ME

HS - 130 0,04 - - 0,4 0,4 0,7 /41/

HS - 130A 0,06- 0,006- 0,004- 0,1- 0,5 0,3-
0,08 0,01 0,008 0,2 0,4

HS - 130B 0,03- 0,004- 0,004- 0,2 0,5 0,3- /2.32/
0,05 0,006 0,006 0,4

Table 1 Chemistry of advanced HPSN-qualities
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10 30

S0ress MNS-13 000
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Fig. 5: Time to 1% creep strain as a function of. Fig. 6 : Stress rupture of HPSN at
stress in air /40/ 126010 /40/
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specimen characterization densicy/g/cm3/ r 5 o/)Jm/

1 Annawerk, 98/1 2.18 0.2

2 Annawerk, 98/2 2.14 0.08

3 Annawerk, 98/2 2.12 0.08
Si0 2 beschichtet

4 Annawerk, 98/2 2.13 0.08
SiC beschichtet

5 Annawerk, Ar 1200 2.56 0.035

6 Norton, NC-350 2.45 0.034

Table 2 Characterization of RBSN samples with respect to fig. 12-14

x) 50% of the pore volume is found below the r5 o value

xp 'u s  Coble et al. /57,58/ Marshall and Jones /59/

SiC01 olcr st. hot pressed SiC, polycryst. react.
>99%T.. av. grain size 26pm sintered,grain size %lOpm,

material Al:1,65% Fe:0,97% W:0,20% ,8% porosity, filled with Si
Si,O not determindod (5-10vol-%),Al: 0,025%,Fe:

0,045%, Ti 0,020%, 0 not de-
termined

Instron, 4-point-bending Creep machine, 4-point-ben-

test machine constant crosshead velocity ding, constant load apply,

and rocedure =,27.10-
4-1,27.10-

3mm/min plot:deflection vs. time
plot: load vs.crosshead

.. _ displacement

test conditions 19000-22000C in Argon 1000-1300°C in air
up to 20,7 MN/m 2  20,7 MN/mz to 49,6MN/in2 1000h

s2ead vstate creep transition creep ct=Atm
viscus dformtionvia m =0.2 - 0.5

grain boundary diffusion A\o n exp (-Q/RT)
principal result D .W=7.10-8 exp (Q/RT) n=l(10000 C)Q230 kJ/mole

Qk*306 kJ/mole n=2(l100-1200oC)
example:20000 C lh IOOMN/m 2  example: 12000 C,lh
outer fiber strain:0,5% 30,3MN/m 2 outer fiber
t=5.10-3 /h strain:0.05%

Table 3 : Comparison of creep experiments on SiC under very different
conditions
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SUMMARY

This paper discusses the general concepts of fracture mechanics as applied to ceramics. The
experimental techniques necessary for accurate measurement of fracture mechanics parameters ere described.
Some approaches to the characterisation of the fracture properties of some engineering ceramics are
discussed with particular attention to slow strain rate tests.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years considerable attention has been focussed on ceramic materials for aerospace and gas
turbine applications. These potential uses have led to a broader understanding of the fracture of
ceramic materials which have always been of interest to the materials scientist studying fracture and
flow.

Ceramics have a number of outstanding properties, including high hardness and stiffness (at values
which are the highest for all known materials), chemical inertness, low thermal and electrical conduct-
ivities and high temperature stability. They are also very brittle, which in an engineering sense means
that they break with no warning and no prior plastic deformation. In a materials science sense this
brittleness means that they have very low toughness values. It is thus particularly important for the
successful structural use of ceramics that the fracture mechanics parameters are well defined.

The somewhat intractable mechanical properties of ceramics together with the benefits which would
result if tey should find effective use have lead to a considerable amount of research in these materials,
and a number of excellent reviews have been published (1-5).

2. CONCEPTS OF FRACTURE MECHANICS

If the tensile strength of a material is calculated simply on the basis of the force required to sep-
erate rows of adjacent atoms a value of about E/IO where E is the elastic modulus is obtained (6).However,
measured strengths of bulk materials are between E/10 2 and E/10 3. This discrepancy is due to the presence
of cracks and flaws which are present in all materials. These flaws produce stress concentrations when
the body is loaded. The commencement of fracture can be simply considered as the stress concentration at
the tip of a critical flaw reaching the theoretical strength. An alternative approach is to consider the
energy balance in a cracked body. The crack will grow only when the strain energy release rate per unit
increase in crack area is e4.-al to or greatvr than the energy contained in the new surface created. Both
of these concepts lead to similar expressions for the fracture stress f in terms of the Young's Modulus,
E, the thermodynamic surface energy of the material Yo, and the crack length of 2c. However which of the
concepts forms the necessary and sufficient condition for fracture remains unclear.

The above ideas were first proposed by Griffith, (7,8) who verified them by experiments on glass spec-
imens, and hence obtained the classical "Griffith fracture" expression.

f = - - (1)

In experimental verifications of this expression an effective surface energy for the initiation of
fracture V1 replaces V9, C is identified as the length of some critical flaw, and a geometric factor Y
is introduced.

In recent years an alternative approach has been developed through fracture mechanics. This considers
fracture as three modes of crack surface displacements, (fig. 1), and the stresses at the tips of any given
crack may be found by stress analysis, and expressed as an algebraic equation. The equations may be
rearranged to employ three parameters K , KT, KT, where the subscript refers to the appropriate displace-
ment mode. These parameters are the "stres§iInteAity factors", and they control the intensity but not
the distribution of the stress field, and reflect the redistribution of stress in a cracked body due to the
crack. Solutions have been obtained giving KI KI KI for cracks in a variety of locations within
loaded bodies,(9)(for example an edge crack in a Seam sugected to bending loads), and this has enabled a
great number of experiments to be performed with a variety of specimen geometries. Thus critical values
of the stress intensity factors for example, KC, have been defined for various materials and testing
conditions, and these may be regarded as matercavere

mtral properties.

The fracture mechanics approach is related to the classical Griffith work by defining the KI stress
intensity factor as
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K = Y.Cf. C' = (2EY )1 (2)

In general, the Griffith equation has been used in the materials science approach whilst the fracture
mechanics expressions are more valuable for engineering assessments. In materials science investigations

the object is usually to find a value for Yi and then to relate this to the crack length C through micro-

structural considerations. In the engineering approach, which appears to have been employed only rarely

until very recently, the object is to find a value for KIC so that this may be used in design or materials

development.

An alternative approach using fracture mechanics is the use of the strain energy release rate G. Thus

G I  G G C may be defined similarly to K K K IC and represent the critical strain energyc IuC' II K1  K Ix IIC
release rates for cracks under modes I, II and TII respect 'ly. GIC and KIC are related according to

2 2

G C - )KIC (3)GIC=

E

3. FRACTURE MECHANICS AS APPLIED TO CERAMICS

In fracture mechanics experiments on ductile materials such as metals a number of precautions are

necessary. Most of these precautions are required because ductility implies that plastic flow occurs at
the tip of any crack and the rationale of fracture mechanics was developed from linear elasticity. It

follows therefore that in materials where only very limited crack tip plasticity might be expected, such
as ceramics, major modifications of the original approach are not required.

In general ceramic materials exhibit no deviation from linear elasticity and there is no pop-in

effect preceding crack propagation. Due to the limited plastic flow at the crack tip there is no crack

opening displacement without some crack growth, and the load at the commencement of crack propagation may

be used to calculte K I.

In makiog plane strain fracture toughness measurements on metals a thickness constraint must be

satisfied(1O), so that true plane strain conditions are obtained at the centre of the crack plane. This

condition may be expressed as

2

t> 2.5 [KIC] (4)

where t is the thickness, and ag the yield strength of the material. For ceramic materials this thickness

criterion is almost always satiied, which is once again a function of the limited plastic flow at the

crack tip.

The difficulties associated with making reliable fracture mechanics measurements on ceramics are dLe

to the need to produce a sharp pre-crack in the test piece, and the fact that results are often required

at temperatures which are in the useful operating range of ceramics, say above 1200
0
C.

3.1 Methods of pre-cracking

For some ceramics reproducible results have been obtained bytesting a specimen contsintng a slot

machined with a fine diamond slitting wheel (11). In this case the many small cracks produced at the root
of the notch appear to behave in the same way as a single large flaw. However to ensure reliability in

the results it is usually necessary to attempt to produce a single large crack.

There are four basic methods used to produce sharp cracks in fracture toughness specimens. These are

i) cyclic load mechanical fatigue

ii) by mechanical loading of a notched specimen

iii) ty thermal loading of a notched specimen

iv) by a method producing slow crack growth and

permitting crack arrest

In metallic specimens sharp cracks are most commonly produced by cyclic mechanical fatigue using a
sawn notch as a crack initiator. Most ceramics are not susceptible to fatigue crack growth and this

technique is therefore not useful.

Sharp cracks may be produced at the root of a sawn notch in certain types of specimen by mechanical

loading. For example a wedge made from a hard friable material such as tungsten carbide may be driven

into the notch causing the crack to "Jump" in the specimen(3,11). Crack arrest can be facilitated in this
method by applying a compressive stress just ahead of the crack by means of a mechanical clamp. Care
should be taken in applying the transverse compressive load as the altered stress field may cause the

crack to curve in its path. Alternatively the crack opening displacment and the load due to the wedge

action may be monitored and hence some degree of control may be exercised over the crack propagation.
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For the particular case of ceramics it may be possible to produce a fine crack by means of thermal
shock, and some experiments have been reported in which this method was used(12,13). In one of these tests
a pre-notched specimen was heated in the notch by means of a hydrogen flame. The flame was then withdrawn
and some water droplets were introduced into the notch. It is difficult to control the amount of cracking
in this technique and doubts remain as to its validity because of the unknown magnitude of the residual
stresses which develop during cooling.

Slow crack growth in ceramics has been the subject of considerable study in recent years(5), and the
methods used to obtain slow crack growth, (usually employing constant K sp, imens in a corrosive atmos-
phere), may be used to pre-crack specimens for evaluation of KI . The advantage of employing constant
K specimens in this procedure is that a constant displacment rae may be used until the load vs time
plot is constant, which signals the formation of a suitable pre-crack. The load can then be used to find
the crack length, which is particularly valuable for porous materials or those where dye penetrants
cannot be used.

3.2 Test techniques

The particular test specimen chosen depends on material factors, such as the porosity, the test
temperature, whether data is required at a slow or rapid strain rates and the machining and pre-cracking
facilities available.

Porosity is a factor because of the difficulty of identifying a pre-crack in porous materials using
dye penetrants. If a porous material is to be tested therefore it is usually better to choose a constant
K specimen so that the pre-crack may be formed and its length found using the compliance method (see below).
Tests at high temperature create difficulties in that metallic load points cannot be used at the
temperatures of interest for ceramics. The uncertain tensile strength of ceramics themselves means that
even if ceramic load points are employed they are best used under conditions of compressive stress, which
eliminates certain specimen geometries.

These and other considerations effectively eliminate many of the test techniques which have been
developed for metals. For example single edge cracked tension specimens and edge cracked plate specimens
may not be used because of the difficulties of producing axial loading, and avoiding spurious bending
effects.

The most useful specimens for tests with ceramic materials are:

i) Edge cracked three or four point bend beams

ii) The double cantilever beam

iii) The tapered cantilever beam

iv) The constant moment specimen

v) The double torsion specimen

The advantages, disadvantages and best applications of these configurations are discussed below.

3.2.1 Edge cracked three or four point bend specimens

This is a very convenient specimen which is simple to fabricate and test. One disadvantage is that
it is difficult to pre-crack, although some success has been reported using the thermal shock method (12,13).
In general bend specimens are cut from larger blocks of material after some pre-cracking procedure (e.g.
by wedge action) has been performed. This specimen geometry is limited to experiments where it is not
necessary to observe the crack growth visually, as the crack obviously cannot be contained within the
specimen for sufficient time to afford successful observations. It is suitable for high and low strain
rate experiments and for use at hfgh temperatures. A typical K calibration for a single edge cracked
beam specimen is given in fig. 2. Calibrations for other dimensions may be found in the literature(Io).

3.2.2. The double cantilever beam

This specimen geometry which was first used by Gilman,(14) is illustrated in fig. 3. The stress
intensity factor K, and the displacment of the loading points 6, given in the figure are due to Weiderhorn, (15)
who developed Gilman's original method. Double cantilever beam specimens are relatively easy to pre-crack,
using a wedge driven into the specimen. They have found greatest applications in slow crack growth
experiments where the propagation of the crack front under constant load may be followed using a travelling
microscope. Unfortunately the stress intensity factor K, depends on the crack length (fig. 3) and for
accurate results therefore the crack increments measured for each load application must be much smaller
than the crack length. Crack length increments of 10% of the crack length are usually employed and lead
to acceptably low errors. Because of the need for direct visual observation of the crack propagation these
specimens are not suited to porous materials, measurements at high temperatures, or hostile environments.

3.2.3. The tapered cantilever beam

This configuration is illustrated in fig. 4. The great advantage of this specimen is that the stress
intensity factor is independent of the crack length. This is known in fracture mechanics as a "constant
" specimen, and this enables a compliance technique (see below) to be used which means that visual
observation of the crack is not required. This is of great value in pre-cracking and slow crack growth
experiments and when testing porous materials, since the progress of the crack front can be monitored by
simply recording the applied load. The disadvantage of the tapered cantilever beam is that the load is
applied in a tension mode which makes it unsuitable for high temperature tests.
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3.2.4 The consutant moment specimen

This is illustrated in fig. 5, which shows that this is a modification of the double cantilever beam
specimen '16). However, it has a major advantage over that system in that it is a constant K specimen.
Unfortunately the method of load application, through relatively long beams, does not lend itself to high
temperature applications.

3,2.5. The double torsion specimen

This test uses the specimen illustrated in fig. 6 which is simple to fabricate, the only difficulty
being the need to introduce a control notch along the length of the specimen to ensure that the crack does
not deviate from the centre.

The specimen gives a constant K being indppendent of crack length, and is thus ideally suited to
measurements in porous materials and also to measurements at high temperatures since all of the loading
points are in compression. The long crack lengthi attainable are particularly useful for slow crack
growth Cests Alternatively a number of values for K may be obtained from one specimen.

The method was devised by Outwater(17) who used a travelling microscope to measure the rate of crack
growth under a constant applied load. However the method was improved and extended by Evars(18,19) who
showed that at a constant displacement (or constant diLplacement rate) the crack growth may be obtained
directly from the load P or the load relaxation rate dP/dt. This is the basis of the compliance technique,
and it is this development which makes the double torsion test so useful. Two approaches are available,
the constant displacement method or the constant displacement-rate method as follows.

It may be shown by experiment that the displacement of the loading points y, is linearly related to
the crack length a and the applied load P, by the compliance relationship

y = P(Ba + c) (5)

Differentiating with respect to time we obtain the displacement rate dY/dt

dy dP (Ba + c) + PB da (6)
dt dt dt

da
Note that - is the crack velocity, which at constant displacement ( = 0) is given by

da - (Ba + c) dp

dy dt (7)
BP

At constant displacement (y = constant, equation 5) for a specimen with an initial crack length a and load
P, and a final crack length af, load Pf,

P(Ba + c) = Pf(Bef + c) (8)

Thus (la + c) = P f(Baf + c) (9)

P

and substituting into equation 7 we obtain

da - Pf (Bar + C)dp (10)
dt _PB d(t

For a sufficiently large initial crack length at, c<B, and thus equation (10) simplifies to

da=- Pfdt p2 f d P 11

The crack velocity can thus be found if the initial and final loads, the load relaxation with time,
and the final crack length can be found. In performing the experiment the specimen is loaded rapidly so
that no significant crack growth occurs during load application, and the displacement is fixed. The
load decay is followed on a pen recorder. After a suitable time the load is removed and the final crack
length mess-red.
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An alternative approach is to employ a constant displacement rate. When the change in specimen
compliance due to crack growth is equal to the displacement rate of the load points a constant load is
obtained. The load/time graph is illustrated in Fig. 7. Thus in equation (6), dP/dt = 0, and we obtain

dy = PB da (12)
dt d

In this method the crack velocity da/dt is obtained by measuring the load P and the displacement rate of
the load points dy/dt. The constant B has been evaluated analytically (19) as

B = 3W 2a (13)
m

Wt G

where G is the shear modulus of the material.

One useful application of the constant load approach is in the pre-cracking of constant K specimens.
To form the pre-crack a low constant displacement rate is applied and the load vs time relationship is
obtained from the recorder on the test machine. This is illustrated in Fig. 7. When the load is constant
a suitable sharp crack has formed, and the load may be used to monitor the crack length if necessary,
using equation (11). Once an effective pre-crack has been forme .'IC may be determined by rapidly
loading the specimen to failure noting the load Plc' when K is obtained through

Cw IC

Ki P~i Wm j3(l + v)J

where v is Poisson's ratio.

3.3 The work of fracture

An additional method which has been developed specifically from the study of the fracture of ceramics
is the work of fracture test. In this test a notcked beam is loaded in three point bending, and
depending on the notch depth either a catastrophic, semi-controlled or a controlled fracture is obtained,
as illustrated in Fig. 8. The object behind the test is to obtain a controlled fracture so that yf,
which is defined as the energy required to generate unit area of fracture surface, may be equated with

yi, the effective surface energy for the initiation of fracture. The difficulty with this tert.,iique is
that there is always additional energy (for example in deformation at the loading points) Essoriated with
the specimen, and not all of the energy supplied goes into the fracture face. However, scne successful
applications have been reported, and in principle the test is valid and useful, but the wthods noted
above are to be preferred if reliable design data is required.

4. COMPARISON OF TECHNIQUES

For any materials test to be acceptable it must be capable of giving accurate reproducible results.
Moreover, the results obtained on the same material from different test techniques must agree within the
limits of experimental error. Immediately there arises a difficulty with ceramics because the fracture
energy values obtained depend on the microstructure. The measured fracture energy depends on the grain
sizo, the porosity, the purity, and, for some materials, the specimen and the method of preparation.

4.1 Tests at slow strain rates

The most usual form of test is that performed at slow strain rates giving values of Yi or KIC
appropriate to general engineering usage. A wide variety of these tests have been performed on ceramics
with confusing results from the point of engineering applications. Comparable results have been found
between some of the methods noted above when the tests have been performed on the same material under the
same conditions. Meredith and Pratt (20) measured KIC for a 95% commercially pure alumina using single
edge notched beam, compact tension and double cantilever beam techniques and found that the results
agreed within 5%. Weiderhorn et al (21) found closely similar values of KIC for a range of glass
compositions, using the double cantilever and the single edge cracked three point bend method. However
much more data is required before reliable conclusions can be drawn regarding the reliability of the
results obtained.

The first difficulty facing the engineer who requires reliable KIC data is the choice between
precracked or machine notched specimens. For example, Davidge and Tappin (11) obtained similar results
from machine notches and from sharp cracks formed by a wedge action when testing single edge notched
beams of alumina. They concluded that the machining action i,.i-oduced small microscopic cracks at the
root of the notch which were sufficient to provide equivalent atomically sharp cracks. Meredith and
Pratt (20) were unable to reproduce this effect with their alumina, and had to pre-crack all of their
specimens.

In silicon nitride Evans and Davidge (22) found that the stress to extend a machined notch was about
twice that to extend a sharp crack, using single edge notched three point bend specimens. However,
similar values for KIC (about 4.5 to 5.0 MN m-3/2) for silicon nitride at room temperature have been
obtained by Henshall et al, (23), Lange (24) and Evans and Weiderhorn (25). This is interesting in that
Henshall used single edge notched beams with no pre-cracking whilst Lange used mechanicall) pre-cracked
double cantilever beam specimens and Evans the double torsion method. The results of these investigations
are summarised in Table 1 and show decreasing agreement at higher temperatures, although whether this is
due to the absence or otherwise of pre-cracking or other experimental differences is not clear. Working
with refel filicon carbide, Henshall et al (13) found no significant difference in the value of KIC
(about 4.4 -0.2 MN m-3/2) obtained with thermally pre-cracked samples or from specimens with machined

u ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ---- -Wi i i - ii ([... . ..... .
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notches in four point beno tests. With the same material in three point bend tests McLaren et al (26)

found that the results obtained from specimens containing mechanically formed pre-cracks were consistently

below those obtained from samples with machined notches. It may be that the thermal pre-cracking

technique used by Henshall was not successful in producing true atomically sharp crack fronts. Recent

work on both hot pressed and sintered silicqn carbide (27) has shown that similar results (roam

temperature KIC from about 3.8 to 4.2 MN m /2) may be obtained using pre-cracked double torsion and

double cantilever beam specimens. The results of these investigations on silicon carbide are summarised

in Table 2.

The greatest difficulty in the choice of test method for reliable KIC values occurs when relationships

between KIC and microstructural features are required. The relationship between microstructure and KIC

in cera,aics is complex and depends on a number of factors including grain size, porosity and the

distribution of impurities which may be associated with the type of fracture obtained. In addition

pressing and orientation effects may also be pref.ent. When the single edge notched beam test method
is chosen the notch width and the notch tip radiu. can also influence the results and analyses of this

test (28, 12) have shown that KIC is proportional to the square root of the notch radius. Simpson (29)

has compared the double cintilever beam (DCB) containing a wedge loaded pre-crack, with saw notched

bend specimens (SENB) using samples of alumina, silicon carbide and graphite. For a sharp crack both

test techniques should give the same answer for KIC. However in every case the SENB results were greater

than the DCB values. The difference was relatively small, (some 15%) for the alumina used but was much

more significant for silicon carbide and graphite. Furthermore the SEN results were strongly dependent
on notch geometry, both notch width and depth influencing the results. These tests were all performed

on uniformly fine grained materials so that effects of grain size were eliminated as far as possible.

A number of workers have studied the relationship between KIC (or fracture surface energy) and grain

size with confusing results (20, 31, 32, 33). In some cases the fracture energy was found to increase
with increasing grain size (31) whilst in others a decrease was obtained. The disturbing feature of

these results is that there appears to be a correlation between teat technique, grain size, and mode of

fracture. However, in general for fine grained materials SEN and DCB methods are in agreement, whilst

for larger grain sizes the results differ. It appears that the DCB method is more sensitive to grain

size than the SENB technique and Simpson (33) has suggested that this may be due to the stress state at
the crack tip in a DCB specimen. In addition it is difficult to make positive recommendations on the basis

of published data because the mode of fracture often changes from transgranular to intergranular as grain

size is varied. Since impurities in ceramics are usually situated at the grain boundaries comparisons

between materials of different purity is impossible unless the fracture mode is noted. Further work is

required before reliable inferences can be drawn.

4.2 Tests at high strain rates

High strain rate tests are of importance in ceramics because of their potential applications as
stators and rotors in gas turbines. In such an application the component could be subjected to high speed

low mass particle impact. This has been studied by Evans (34) who found that a critical value of particle

momentum must be exceeded before strength loss can occur.

The more familiar techniques for studying fracture under impact conditions such as Charpy and Izod
tests have been applied to ceramics (12, 35), but as expected in materials with limited crack tip

plasticity the values obtained for the dynamic stress intensity factor K,, are very similar to KIC.

4.3 Slow crack growth measurements

It is not intended in this paper to discuss the results of slow crack growth experiments since that

subject, and the development of crack velocity/stress intensity factor diagrams into a design tool for
ceramic systems formed the major part of a recent AGARD manuscript (36).

For crack growth rate measurements, specimens which permit a long crack travel are clearly to be

preferred and thus the DCB and DT specimens are used. For high temperature measurements the Dr specimen
is better since the compliance method may be used and thus the crack length obtained without direct visual

observation of the specimen. These methods have been widely used (1, 5, 18, 21, 25, 27) and the long term

influence of corrosive environments on ceramic materials is now understood in terms of lifetime

predictions for ceramic components (36).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, the concepts of fracture mechanics as applied to ceramic materials have been discussed
and the techniques for making useful measurements have been described. Some approaches to the character-

isation of the fracture behaviour of these materials and the results obtained have been discussed in

detail for slow strain rate tests. It is concluded that further work is required to ensure that the

techniques are reliable and to evaluate the effects of microstructural features in ceramics.
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Table 1 Comparison of results obtained on HS 130 silicon nitride

KIC value Temperature Method Reference

MN m-3/2 0C

4.5 RT Single edge notched beam (SENB) no pre-cracking 23

5.1 RT Double cantilever beam (DCB) 24

4.8 RT Double torsion (DT) 25

6.3 1300 SENB 23

5.0 1300 DT 25

10.3 1600 SENB 13

12.o 1600 DT 25

Table 2 : Comparison of results obtained by various methods on silicon carbide compositions

Material KIC Temperiture Method Reference
MN m-3/2 °C

Refel 4.4 1 0.2 RT Single edge notched beam (SENB) 13
silicon carbide four point bend with and without pre-cracking

Refel 4.8 RT SENB three point load 26
silicon carbide no pre-cracking

5.7 1000

8.1 1400

Hot pressed 3.8 RT Double torsion DT 27
silicon carbide

4.2 RT Double cantilever beam DCB 27

3.8 1000 DT 27

2.8 1400 DT 27

Sintered 1 0 RT DT 27

silicon carbide

3.1 1000 DT 27

3.2 1400 DT 27
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Abstract

Methods of design for improving the reliability of ceramics

in structural applications are described. Based on the science of
fracture mechanics, these methods provide a rational basis for
estimating the lifetime of structural components that are subjected

to applied loads. Data obtained by standard strength or fracture
mechanics techniques are used to develop design diagrams from
which component performance is evaluated. Three types of diagrams
are described, depending on whether the critical flaw size in a
component is estimated by nondestructive evaluation, proof testing,
or statistical evaluation. The validity of the theory has been
tested experimentally, and, on the whole, agreement between
theory and experiment is satisfactory. However, additional
experimentation is suggested to fully evaluate the limits of the
theory.

1. Introduction

The anticipated use of ceramic materials in aerospace applications represent a new
challenge for engineers 4nd scientists: the challenge of designing structural components
with brittle materials. BecAUse ceramics are brittle, their strength is not a well-
defined quantity, but may vary widely for any given material. Thus, for glass that is
normally used in structural applications, the strength of a given test specimen may
vary by as much as 20% from the mean measured strength. This dispersion in strength
often becomes greater as the mean strength is increased, a behavior that is particularly
apparent for freshly drawn glass fibers. To complicate the situation even more, ceramic
materials exhibit a time delay to failure, so that the strength is actually a function
of time. Thus, a ceramic conponent will typically support an applied load for a period
of time and then fail abruptly, days, weeks, or even months after the first application
of load. The net result of this dispersion of strength and time delay to failure is to
severely reduce the allowable design'stresses in ceramic components. This reduction in
allowable stressbs results in-the production of bulky components that are not consistent
with the need in aerospace applications for low weight. Thus, it is hoped that new
design techniques will not only increase the reliability of structural ceramics, but
also result in a net reduction in size and weight of structural components.

To understand the design techniques suggested in this paper, it is perhaps best to
discuss briefly, the basic cause for dispersion of strength and delayed failure. These
phenomena result froPmthe fact that ceramic materials are brittle: failure occurs
without perceptible plastic flou. As a consequence of this brittle behavior, ceramics
are extremely sensitive 'to sources of stress concentration, such as material defects
'(flaws, cracks, or notches), or contact loads. In these situations, the plastic flow
that norma11y relieves localize': stress concentrations in metals or plastics is absent
in ceramic materials. Therefo, , the only way to relieve localized stresses in ceramics
is by fracture'.

Surface cracks or flaws a particularly severe form of stress concentration.
when loads are'applied to cer Ac materials that contain these defects, the stresses in
the vicinity of the defects u :en exceed the inherent strength of the ceramic component
at relatively low applied lea s and, as a consequence, fracture occurs. Since the si:e
of these defects may vary widely, strength also varies widely, thus accounting for the
large dispersion in the strength of ceramic materials. Surface defects also account
for delayed failure because they are known to propagate as cracks under modest loads.
When the cracks reach a critical size, abrupt failure occurs. The time delay to
fLilure is the time necessary for these cracks to grow from a subcritical to a critical
size. Techniques that have been developed to improve the mechanical reliability of
ceramic components are all based on an improved understanding of how crack growth
affects strength. By" char;i terizing the size and growth rate of cracks in ceramic

materials, it has proven pc, sible to develop new techniques of improving the reliability
of ceramic components in s, uctural applications.

This paper presents :, -eview of design techniques that can be applied to ceramic
"1mterials. In order to d olop the subject in a logical sequence, a historical pro-
gression Is followed. Fii>t, a brief discussion is presented o the basic phenomenon,
the occurrence of delayed failure, and the dependence of strenyth oq the rate of loading,
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Then a description is given of the use of fracture mechanics as a means of representing
the time dependence of strength. Using fracture mechanics as a framework, it is shown
how techniques of strength measurement, nondestructive analysis, and crack growth
characterization can be used to improve structural reliability. Finally, laboratory
procedures which are being employed to check the basic theory are described and results
from laboratory measurements are presented.

2. Delayed Failure of Ceramic Materials

Delayed failure was first observed in glass by Grenet [1], who described the
essential features of the phenomenon. When glass was subjected to a constant load, he
found that the strength depended on the duration of the load: high strengths were
recorded for short-term load durations while low strengths were recorded for long-term
load durations. Grenet also found that when glass was loaded to failure at a constant
rate of loading, the strength depended on the loading rate: the strength increased as
the loading rate was increased. Other investigators have subsequently confirmed these
observations on glass [2], and still others have shown them to be applicable for a wide
range of ceramic materials [3]. Most often, delayed failure resulted from a stress
enhanced chemical reaction between the test material and the environment. But, examples
can also be noted where delayed failure occurred without the presence of a hostile
environment.

Diagrams of the phenomenon of delayed failure are given in figure 1. Figure la
shows the behavior that occurs when a ceramic test specimen or component is subjected
to a static load. The failure time is found to increase as the applied load is decreased.
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Figure 1. Illustrations of delayed failure in glass: (a) static loading, soda-
lime-silicate glass. Loading rate experiments: (b) borosilicate glass,
(c) fused silica [26].

At sufficiently low loads, however, a fatigue limit is often observed. This limit is
the load below which failure will not occur regardless of the load duration. It should
be noted from figure la that the load duration is a very strong function of the applied
load, so that small changes in applied load result in large changes in load duration.
Depending on the material being tested, a 50 percent change in load can result in a
change of load duration of 4 to 10 orders of magnitude. As a consequence of this
dependence of load duration on load, several types of equations have been used to
represent these curves. These include power functions and exponential equations of
various types. Because of its simplicity for analytical analysis, the power function
representation is particularly appropriate for describing failure phenomena. Experi-
mental data of the sort represented by figure la usually exhibits a large amount of
scatter in the load duration: two orders of magnitude are not uncommon. This scatter
in the data leads to a relatively large uncertainty in the data fit.

Figures lb and ic give a representation of the delayed failure process obtained
from loading rate experiments. Here, we observe that as the loading rate is increased,
the strength of the test components also increases. Though not usually observed, a
static fatigue limit should also appear in this type of plot at extremely low rates of
loading. The static fatigue limit on this type of plot is the strength below which
there is no effect of loading rate upon strength. For the type of plot given in figures
lb and 1c, the scatter in the measured strengths is usually considerably less than that
obtained for the load duration in figure la, so that a straight line can be fitted with
greater confidence to the linear portion of the data. However, if the constant loading
rate data were converted into load duration data, the uncertainty in the measured
strength would reflect an equaily large uncertainty in the calculated load duration.
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It should also be noted from figures lb and ic, that the loading rate is a very strong
function of the strength: the rate of loading changes over many orders of magnitude
for small variations of strength. As with the time-to-failure data, the strong dependence
of strength on loading rate means that the data can be expressed equally well by several
different functional relationships between strength and loading rate.

The representations of delayed failure data shown in figures la, lb, and Ic
can be described analytically by the following two equations

t = A -n (1)

a Ba1/(n+l) (2)

where t is the time-to-failure, a is the strength or applied stress, and is the
stressing rate. A, B, and n are experimental constants determined by a least-squares
fit of the experimental data. As mentioned above, a logarithmic representation of the
data is most useful because it simplifies analytical treatments of the data. The
exponent of the loading rate in eq. (2) can be justified by theoretical treatments of
the loading rate data [4,5]. Laboratory studies show that for a given environment and
test material, n is a constant of the material that is independent of the surface
treatment of the test specimens or the test specimen history. By contrast, the constants
A and B depend on the specimen history and on the surface condition of the specimen.
But for this fact, eqs. (1) and (2) could be used directly to obtain predictions of
either failure-time, or failure strength. Therefore, one of the goals of developing
new test techniques is to determine how these constants vary as a function of specimen
history. The key to determining the dependence of the constants A and B on specimen
history and surface condition was obtained through the use of fracture mechanics.

3. Fracture Mechanics Representation of Delayed Failure

3.1 Fracture Mechanics Framework

Fracture mechanics relates applied loads to the localized stresses or displacements
in the vicinity of crack tips. Since these local displacements cause fracture, fracture
mechanics affords a basic description of the fracture process. The fracture mechanics
approach characterizes the stress, aii, or displacement, uij, in the vicinity of the
crack tip in terms of a parameter knozn as the stress intensity factor, KI [6]:

ij = KI fij(e)// (3a)

uij = Ki- gij(e)/E (3b)

where e and r are respectively the angle and distance of a point from the crack tip
(figure 2) and E is Young's modulus. For opening mode failure (where the applied

Figure 2. Coordinate relationship near a crack tip [6].

stresses are perpendicular to the crack plane) the radial and angular dependence of the
stress fields are the same for all cracks regardless of shape or size. Therefore,
the stress intensity factor gives the level of stress at the crack tip; by increasing
the stress intensity factor, the stresses are increased. Because of the importance of
the stress intensity factor with regard to the level of stress at the crack tip, it is
this parameter that is used to characterize the motion of cracks when they are subjected
to applied loads.
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In practice, it is found that the crack velocity, v, in ceramic materials can be
taiiquely described by the stress intensity factor [3]. While the relationship between
the two may be fairly complicated because of environmental considerations, it has been
found experimentally that at low velocities, the following empirical relationship
applies for most situations (fig. 3):

v = v 0 (KI/K 0 )n (4)

vo and n are experimental constants determined by a fit of the crack propagation data,
while Ko is an arbitrary constant used to normalize KI . For a given environment and
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Figure 3. Crack velocity as a function of applied stress intensity factor.
Hot pressed silicon carbide tested in air at 1400 'C [22].

material, v and n may be considered material constants.* At low temperatures, the
crack growth described by eq. (4) usually results from a chemical or physical interaction
between components of the environment and the stress material at the crack tip [7].
While at high temperatures, crack growth is often caused by creep or diffusion at the
crack tip [7]. These processes effectively weaken the material and permit crack growth
to occur at crack tip stresses that are less than the inherent strength of the material
in the absence of these processes. However, if the stress intensity factor is raised
to a sufficiently high level, then the inherent strength of the material is exceeded at
the crack tip and rapid crack growth occurs. The condition for rapid crack growth can
be defined by a critical value of the stress intensity factor, KIC. As with n and vo,
the critical stress intensity factor is also found to be a material constant.

Experimental techniques that are based on fracture mechanics can be used to obtain
accurate measurements of vo, n, and KIC [8]. These techniques use large specimens that
contain macroscopic size cracks so that accurate measurements of crack size can be made
as a function of applied load. Elastic solutions of the specimen geometry can then be
used to determine the stress intensity factor. The crack velocity is determined either
by direct measurement or by a variety of indirect techniques. Because eqs. (1) and (2)
can be derived from eq. (4), see below, it is usually considered that the parameters
vo, n, and KIC determined in this way are directly applicable to the small cracks
contained in ceramic components. Although several quantitative exceptions to this
equivalence have been reported [9], the applicability of n, vo, and KIC to small cracks
is supported by experimentation on a variety of materials [3]. Herein, this equivalence
is assumed; but exceptions, when they occur, are discussed and rationalized.

For the small cracks typically encountered in ceramic components, the following
equation relates the stress intensity factor to the applied stress, a, and the crack
length, a:

= Ya (4)

where Y is a constant that depends on the crack geometry. For a simple penny-shaped
crack in a uniform tensile stress field Y - 2/ -n. If we assume that delayed failure is

vo and n are also a function of microstructure, so in the characterization, of a
material in terms of crack growth parameters, both chemical composition and micro-
structure must be held constant.
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due entirely to subcritical crack growth and that failure is instantaneous once the
applied stress intensity factor reaches a critical value, the following equation for
the time to failure under a constant applied stress can be derived from eqs. (4) and
(5):

t = [2Kon(KIC/OIC) 2-n/v0Y
2 (n-2)]

- n (6)

where aIc is the strength of the component in an inert environment (i.e., subcritical
crack growth does not precede abrupt failure). The inert strength oiC is not a material
constant, but depends on the size distribution of critical flaws contained in the
specimen through the relation;

OIC = K Ic/Y/a . (7)

As such, it depends on surface condition and specimen history.

An equation for the strength as a function of loading rate has been obtained by
Evans [5] using assumptions similar to those employed in the derivation of eq. (6)

a = [2K 0 n(n+l)(Kic/oiC) 2n/v0Y (n-2)] 
/ (n+l) ;i/(n+l) (8)

Two points should be noted about eqs. (6) and (8). First, as indicated above, they
are in the same form as eqs. (1) and (2) and can therefore be used to describe the
phenomenon of delayed failure. Second, the constants of these two equations are determined
by the fracture mechanics parameters n, vo, and KIC and by the inert strength, C (or
equivalently, the pre-existing flaw size distribution). The fracture mechanics parameters
are easily evaluated by techniques that have been developed for this purpose. By
contrast, the pre-existing flaw sizes a're not so easily evaluated because the flaws are
small (< 0.1 mm). Nevertheless, several techniques have been developed to estimate the
flaw sizes.

3.2 Flaw Size Estimation Techniques

The pre-existing flaw size distribution in ceramic components can be determined in
one of three ways: by direct measurement, by proof testing, and by statistical treat-
ments of strength data. The direct measurement technique is commonly employed with
metallic systems because the critical flaw sizes are generally quite large (>1 mm) and
subcritical flaws can often be detected using techniques such as radiography, dye-
penetrants, or ultrasonics. However, the direct detection of the much smaller (< 0.1 mm)
subcritical flaws in ceramic materials requires the deveiopment of evaluation techniques
with a greatly superior resolution than that attainable with present systems.

Probably the most promising technique for the detection of small flaws is ultra-
sonics [11,12]. With this technique, sound waves are sent through the material in an
attempt to obtain detectable reflections from the critical flaws. For the critical
cracks expected in structural ceramic materials, 10 to 100 um, detectable scattering
that contains sufficient information to enable flaw size and type to be deduced from
the return signal requires that frequencies up to 400 MHz be used. The transducers and
circuitry for generating and detecting this range of frequencies have recently been
developed [12]. However, high frequency detection devices can be used only if the
specimen does not cause excessive attenuation of the ultrasonic waves. In this regard,
it has been shown that fine grained (or amorphous) nonporous ceramics (such as glass,
hot-pressed silicon nitride, and hot-pressed silicon carbide) exhibit an acceptable
attenuation up to 400 MHz, whereas coarse grained ( 20 pm) or porous ceramics are
excessively attenuating at frequencies greater than - 50 MHz. The ultrasonic technique
may thus be usable only for the former class of materials.

Direct detection techniques require that the flaw type as well as the flaw size be
determined because all flaws of a given size are not equally deleterious. For example,
surface cracks that result from machining, large pores, and certain large inclusions
can be a major source of premature failure; whereas many other inclusions are relatively
innocuous. In order to obtain information about the size and type of the defect from
the scattered ultrasonic signal, ultrasonic spectroscopy or imaging techniques can be
used. The former appear to have the more immediate applications to ceramic systems,
and requires that the return signal be frequency analyzed (using a fast Fourier transform
for example) and possibly that the scattering be evaluated at several scattering angles.
Instrumentation for this purpose is presently being assembled, using principles that
have been sucessfully utilized for defect evaluation on metal systems at lower frequencies.
Finally, since the scattering from defects with a similar acoustic impedence to the host
material (e.g., certain inclusions, large grains) will be minimal, signal averaging
instrumentation might be required to detect such defects. It is, of course, premature
to define the role of ultrasonics in the overall flaw determination scheme, but the
available high frequency results are encouraging and suggest that the technique will
find applicaton on ceramic materials.

A second technique for establishing the critical flaw size in structural components
is proof testing [10,13]. In proof testing, a load larger than expected in service is
applied to the structural component. Ti.is load causes the fracture of specimens that
contain flaws greater than a given size. Once the proof test has been applied to the
specimens, one can assume that all weak components containing large flaws have been
eliminated. The load applied during proof test establishes the minimum inert strength
of the component. Thus, by substituting proof test stress, ap, into eqs. (6) or (8),

i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~...... .~ i i l l I ... . . . . . .
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one obtains either a minimum expected failure time as a function of load duration,
or a minimum strength as a function of rate of loading. The proof test technique does
not have the problem of distinguishing between different types of flaws. However,
proof testing has the distinct disadvantage that it can be applied only to ceramic
components with relatively simple test geometries. The reason for this difficulty is
that the stresses within the component during service must be exactly duplicated
during the proof test to obtain valid results. Furthermore, the proof test has to be
conducted in a relatively inert environment so that crack growth during the proof test
loading does not become a serious problem. For some ceramic components, such as Si3N4,
environmental considerations are not crucial because crack growth does not occur in
air at room temperature. However for others, such as glass, air (which contains water
vapor) must be avoided in order to obtain valid results.

The third technique for establishing the inert strength is based on statistical
considerations [10,14]. The strength of a set of test specimens is measured in an
inert environment. By ordering the strength data, the probability of failure, P, for
, ich strength value is calculated frum the following equation:

P = r/(R+l) (9)

where r is an integer which designates the position of the strength measurement in the
ordered sequence (for the weakest component r = 1; for the second weakest r = 2; and
so on), while R is the total number of strength measurements.

It is often observed that the inert strength is related to the failure probability
by the following equation [15]:*

aIC = 'o[ln(l-p)-l]i/m (10)

Equation (10) is obtained from Weibull statistics; m and co are empirical constants
determined by fitting the strength data to the estimated probability for failure. By
substituting the inert strength value from eq. (10) into eqs. (6) or (8), the time-to-
failure or the strength can be expr,'ssed in terms of the failure probability. The
use of statistics to describe the inert strength has some advantages over proof testing
and nondestructive evaluation, because the constants that are used in the statistical
equations can, in principle, be obtained on specimens that a.e much smaller and less
expensive than the ceramic components. Once the constants of eq. (10) have been
evaluated on laboratory specimens, they can be used to determine the strength distri-
bution of larger components since statistical analyses provide us with scaling laws
which indicate how the relationship between strength and probability changes with
specimen size. In practice, the scaling laws are not always reliable because the
flaw population may not be invariant; therefore, tests o5 strength should be performed
on the actual components when possible. Even in conduct.ng such tests, difficulties
can be encountered because of the dependence of the flaw population on manufacturing
parameters such as surface finish, chemical composition and microstructure. Despite
these uncertainties, a statistical approach is often the only one that can be used
when flaws are too small to be measured by nondestructive evaluation techniques and
when proof testing is not feasible.

4. Strength Techniques As A Means for Assuring Reliability

Now that the fracture mechanics framework has been discussed, it will be shown
how strength techniques can be used to assure the reliability of ceramic components.
This approach to assuring reliability was first used by Davidge, et al. [14], who
applied it to the statistical method of failure prediction, and then by Ritter and
Meisel [9], who applied it to proof testing. Comparing eq. (1) with e. (6), and eq.
(2) with eq. (8), we see that the constants A and B can be determined entirely in
terms of fracture mechanics parameters, and the inert strength, aiC" Since the inert
strength is the only parameter in eqs. (6) and (8) that is not a material constant, it
is this strength that determines how the constants A and B will transform.

Now, let us consider a set of ceramic components and a set of laboratory test
specimens on which the delayed failure characteristics of the material are to be deter-
mined. The ceramic components are assumed to be characterized by the constant Al and
by an inert strength, "ICl; while the laboratory test specimens are characterized by
the constant A2 and the inert strength, aiC 2 . The relationship between A1 and A2 is
given by the following equation:

A1 = A2 (OICl/aIC2)n-
2  (11)

The relationship between B, for the ceramic components and B2 for the laboratory test
specimens is given by a similar equation:

B1 . B2 (oICl/oIC 2) (n-
2)/(n+l) (12)

While the Weibull function (eq. (10)) is a convenient empirical respresentation of
strength data, it is not a necessary part of the above analysis since the distribution
function can be derived directly from the strength data [16].
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The above equations may be used to rewrite eqs. (1) and (2) in a more general
form:

n-2 -n
t = A(oIC/oIC)  a (13)

a = B(aICI/aIC)(n '2)/(n+l) ;i/(n+l) (14)

where the subscript 2 has been dropped from both equations. We emphasize that in
these equations, aIc is the inert strength of laboratory specimens used to characterize
the delayed failure of the material, while aiCl is the inert strength of the component,
which must be estimated by one of the three techniques discussed in Section 3.2 (i.e.,
nondestructive evaluation, proof testing, or statistics).

Laborrtory studies of the time-to-failure under a constant load are used to
evaluate A, while strength measurements as a function of loading rate are used to
evaluate B. The value of n can be estimated by either technique. If the proof test
method is used to determine OI Cl (aTcl = ap) then the equations obtained are identical
to the ones suggested by Ritter and 1isel [9]. If the statistical method is used to
determine OICl (acI1 = ao[in(l-P-1]/M), then the equations obtained are identical to
the ones first suggested by Davidge, et al [14].

Before turning from the subject of strength techniques, it is worth noting that
the constants A and B are related:

Bn+l = A(n+l) (15)

This means that the two constants can be freely interchanged in eqs. (13) and (14).
Thus, by substituting eq. (15) into eq. (13) constant loading rate experiments can be
used to evaluate the lifetime of components that are subjected to static loads.
Conversely, constants obtained from static load experiments can be used to evaluate
strength under constant loading rate conditions.

5. Design Diagrams

Equations (6) and (13), which were discussed in the last section, can be used to
develop engineering design diagrams. As mentioned earlier, the constants of eqs. (6)
and (13) may be obtained either by fracture mechanics techniques or by strength techniques.
The inert strength is obtained by the three techniques discussed in Section 3.2, proof
testing, statistics, or nondestructive evaluation. Each of these techniques of esti-
mating aIC results in a specific design diagram that can be used to relate time to
failure to applied load [10,14,17]. These diagrams will be discussed in this section.

Three types of design diagrams are shown in figures 4 through 6. Although these
were obtained from crack propagation data, the same types of diagrams can be derived
from strength measurement techniques. Thus, the diagrams generally represent the
techniques discussed in this paper. Plotted on the diagrams is the failure time as a
function of the service stress.
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Figure 4. Design diagram based on direct flaw size measurement, silicon
carbide [17].
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Figure 6. Design diagram based on statistical techniques, silicon carbide [17].

The error bands included on the proof test and statistical diagrams (figs. S
and 6) are 90 percent confidence limits for the position of the central line [17]. The
uncertainty in the position of these lines reflects the experimental scatter in the
data that were used to calculate these diagrams. Though not included in figure 4,
similar error bands are expected for the design diagram that is based on direct flaw
size measurement. The error bands for figure 4 will depend on the accuracy of the
flaw detection scheme. Since this accuracy is currently unknown (because the techniques
of detection are just now being developed), error bands were not included in figure 4.

The design diagrams that are based on direct flaw size measurement are shown in
figure 4. They contain a series of lines that relate the time-to-failure to the
design stress. Each line has a slope of -n, and each represents a given flaw size, as
marked on the diagram. As might be expected, the lines move to higher design stresses
as the flaw size is decreased. The diagram gives the maximum flaw size that can be
tolerated by a design and so sets the minimum limits needed for flaw detection by
nondestructive techniques. Alternatively, if the flaw size is controlled by the
microstructure of the material, then the diagram gives a relationship between failure
time and service stress that should not be exceeded for safe design practice.
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The design diagram based on proof testing (fig. 5) can be used to determine the
proof test load needed to meet specific design criteria. The diagram has a series of
lines on it, each surrounded by an uncertainty band. These lines relate the minimum
time-to-failure to the service stress for specific values of the proof test ratio (the
ratio of the proof test load to the design load). We see that as the proof test ratio
increases, the position of the lines moves towards higher failure times and higher
service stresses. In general, the higher the proof test ratio, the greater is the
time that can be assured for component survival. This diagram is used to establish
proof test loads for specific engineering conditions. If the engineer knows the
minimum lifetime required for a given application, and the service stress that would
have to be supported, then a proof test load can be selected from this diagram. The
proof test technique is being seriously considered for use in the design of optical
fibers for communication purposes. In this application, it is anticipated that the
optical fibers one kilometer in length will be proof tested during the manufacturing
process so as to break the fibers that are below a certain standard strength.

The design diagram based on statistical techniques (fig. 6) is similar in appearance
to the one based on direct flaw size measurement. Each of the lines that relate
failure time to service stress represents a given probability of failure. This diagram
is essentially the same as the one suggested earlier by Davidge, et al [14]. Fal a
given failure time, the service stress decreases as the failure probability decreases,
as would be expected. The diagram can be used by engineers in a number of ways. If
the probability of failure is known (i.e., the engineer is willing to accept a certain
percentage of in-service failures), then either the failure time or the service stress
can be selected if the other one is known. Alternatively, if the failure time and the
service stress are known, then the chance of failure during service can be estimated.

In practice, the three types of diagrams should be used concurrently. The first
step in design is to examine the statistical diagram and to determine if the material
can meet engineering criteria without further testing. If the chance of failure is
greater than can be accepted, then the possibility of proof testing should be investigated.
It is worth noting that the number of failures during the proof test will be identical
to that obtained from the probability diagram. If proof testing cannot be used for
reasons of component geometry, then the flaw detection scheme should be investigated,
in which case one must analyze the system to be used for flaw detection to determine
whether it can detect flaws of sufficiently small size to satisfy the design criterion.
Confidence requirements are taken into account by using the lower confidence limit as
the basis for the above decisions [17].

An example of how proof testing has been used in combination with the statistical
technique is shown in figure 7. The data in this figure was obtained by crack propaga-
tion techniques on a glass that was intended for use in the space shuttle vehicle [18,19].
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Figure 7. Illustration of the use of design diagrams for spacecraft windows [19].

Superimposed on the failure diagram are the lines derived from proof testing and lines
derived from the statistical approach to design. In establishing the engineering
requirements, it was known that the space shuttle windows would have to support a
stress of approximately 30 MPa (4000 psi), and that under the most extreme conditions,
this load would have to be supported for a period of one year. The two conditions
defined a point on the plot from which it was determined that if the vehicle were sent
up without proof testing, the chance of failure would be 1 in 500. The chance of
failure was considered to be too high and it was decided that proof testing would be
required. From the diagram, it can be seen that the proof test level of approximately
2.6 to 1 would be required for this application. Thus, a proof test load of 80 MPa

5 day
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(11,000 psi) was required for a service load of 30 MPa (4,000 psi). During the proof
test, it w:IF expected that one out of 500 windows would fail. While the ultra-low
expansion glass shown in figure 7 was never actually used, a similar procedure was
followed ,.±th the silica glass that was eventually adopted for use in the space shuttle
vehicle. This ratio was decided upon after examining data similar to that shown in
figure 7.

6. Experimental Confirmation of Design Procedures

Up to this point, a theoretical basis for design techniques has been outlined and
methods of developing design diagrams have been discussed. In this section, we review
the available experimental data to see how they compare with the theory. Unfortunately,
the data are not as plentifu , as would be desired for a general confirmation of the
theory and more work is clearly needed for this purpose.

Two approaches have been used to test the theory discussed in this paper. In
one, the consistency of crack propagation data with strength data was checked by
using the crack propagation data to calculate curves expected from the strength data
(or vice versa). The second approach that has been used tests the predictions of the
theory directly by measurements of strength distributions or failure times after proof
testing.

The first approach was used by Wiederhorn, et al. [18], Evans and Johnson [20],
Ritter and LaPorte [21], and Evans and Lange 122] to check the consistency of crack
propagation data and strength data. Examples of their findings are found in figures
8, 9, and 10. In figures 8 and 9, the strength as a function of loading rate is
presented for two glasses: an ultra-low expansion glass and a soda-lime-silicate
glass. The data on these figures were cdllected by strength measurement techniques.
For the ultra-low expansion glass, the dashed line in figure 8 represents the curve
predicted from crack velocity data, while the solid line represents a least squares fit
of the strength data. It is observed that the dashed line falls within the 95% con-
fidence bars of the strength data. Thus, the crack propagation data compares favorably
with the strength data. For the soda-lime-silicate glass, the data points in figure 9
represent specimen strength at 10, 50, and 90 percent failure probabilities, while the
curves represent the strengths predicted from crack propagation data. Again we observe
that the predicted and measured strengths agree quite well.
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Figure 8. Strength as a function of loading rate, ultra-low expansion glass.
Bars represent 95% confidence limits of data. Solid line is least squares
fit of strength data. Dashed line was calculated from crack velocity
data [18].
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Figure 9. Strength as a function of loading 
rate, soda-lime-silicate glass.

The solid lines represent curves 
calculated from crack propagation 

data [20].

Ritter and LaPorte have compared 
values of n obtained both by 

crack velocity and

by strength techniques. Table gives a sumary of their results 
for a soda-lime-

silicate glass and a chemical 
borosilicate glass. It is observed that n values obtained

by crack velocity data are 
consistent with those obtained 

by strength measurement

techniques for tests conducted 
in basic and neutral environments. 

However, for tests

conducted in acidic environments, 
a serious incosistency is found for the borosilicate

glass. The agreement for data obtained 
on the soda-lime-silicate glass 

is also not as

good in acidic environments 
as in the other environments.

Table 1. Comparison of strength and crack velocity 
data (abraded glass) [19]

Glass Environmentn

Crack velocity Strength

Soda-lime-silica 6N NaOH 19.4 19.5

H20 
16.6 13.0

6N HCI 32.0 25.1

Borosilicate 6N NaOH 22.7 22.6

H20 34.1 35.1

6N HCI 7. 1 26.9

Evans and Lange [22) have checked the consistency 
of strength and crack propagation

data for hot-pressed silicon 
carbide (fig. 10). They show that the strength 

data

obtained by flexural tests (solid lines in figure 0) are consistent with curves

obtained from crack velocity 
predictions (dashed lines in figure 10).

The above sets of data are representative 
of those available in the literature.

In most cases, a good comparison 
is obtained between crack growth 

data and strength

data. However, some differences are 
found. These differences undoubtedly 

reflect the

act that small cracks contained 
in solid materials do not always 

behave in the sme

wy as large ones contained 
in fracture mechanics specimens. The reasons for these

discrepancies in results includes 
differences in crack tip compositions and 

local

microstructure for the two types 
o test specimens. Thus, while a general consistency

is found between crack growth 
data and strength data, differences 

that have been observed

suggest that strength data should 
be used as a primary source 

of failure diagrams,

except in circumstances where 
tests have been conducted to show that the two types of

data are consistent.
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Figure 10. Strength as a function of loading rate, hot pressed silicon carbide.
Dashed lines calculated from crack propagation data at temperatures of 25 °C
and 1400 °C 122].

The second approach that has been used to check the basic theory is more direct
than that just discussed. Instead of checking the relationships between crack growth
rate and strength, the predictions of the theory are checked directly. Evans and
Wiederhorn [10], for example, checked the predictions of proof testing on soda-lime-
silicate glass by measuring the time-to-failure after proof test (figure 11). Several
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Figure 11. Measurements of time-to-failure after proof testing [10].

different proof test procedures were followed in their study. In no case did failure
occur in a time shorter than that predicted by the theory. The same data could also
be checked with the probability method of predicting failure time. As is noted in
figure 11 (dashed lines), failure occurred at a time greater than that predicted from
probability considerations. Ritter and Meisel [9] followed a procedure similar to
that used by Evans and Wiederhorn to show that the predicted times-to-failure were
always less than those actually measured experimentally. These studies suggest that
the theory discussed in this paper provides a conservative estimate of the failure
time in service. By contrast, Ritter has shown that predictions of failure times
based on the direct use of delayed failure curves without a fracture mechanics framework
can lead to erroneous results. In one case, he found that the experimental failure
time was less than that predicted from the direct application of delayed failure data.
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This finding stresses the importance of using a fracture mechanics theory for predictions
of times-to-failure.

Davidge, et al. [14], explored the validity of the statistical method of design.
Using data obtained by fracture mechanic techniques, they developed a diagram that
related survival probability and fracture stress to the rate of loading. The diagram,
which they termed an SPT diagram, was based on eq. (7) of the present paper; oic was
determined by Weibull statistics (eq. (10)). Strength data obtained on aluminum oxide
ceramics (A1203 ) were found to fall close to the theoretically predicted line (T - 1 sec)
of the SPT diagram (fig. 12).
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ISO 20 500
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- I

Figure 12. SPT diagram for A1 2 03. Superimposed are delayed fracture data normalized
to a failure time T = 1 sec [14].

Since the basic idea of proof testing is to truncate the stress distribution, and
by so doing, eliminate all specimens that are weak, direct measurements can be conducted
to test for truncation. This type of test procedure has been followed by a number of
authors, Evans and Lange [22], for example (fig. 13), have shown that truncation
occurs for silicon carbide that has been proof tested at 800 C and tested for strength
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Figure 13. Effect of proof testing on the strength distribution of hot
pressed silicon carbide [22].
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at 1400 *C. Tighe [23] has demonstrated truncation for silicon nitride specimens that
were proof tested at room temperature and similar results have been obtained for soda-
lime-silicate glass [24,25]. The fact that truncation of the stress distribution is
observed in these experiments reinforces the concept that proof testing can be used to
establish design criteria for ceramic materials.

While the experiments described above support the theory presented in this paper,
considerable additional experimentation is needed, both to further confirm the theory
and to define the limits of application of the theory. Undoubtedly, there will be some
systems which are not amendable to this approach, except perhaps in modified form:
these include systems in which new flaws can be created after proof testing, or in
which the flaw population changes with temperature. An example of the limitations of
the approach was observed recently by Tighe on hot-pressed silicon nitride. Whereas
truncation of the strength distribution of this material was obtained at room temperature,
high temperature strength measurements after room temperature proof testing could
discern no real difference between the silicon nitride that had been proof tested and
that which had not been proof tested. For this material, proof testing at room tempera-
ture may not therefore be a viable procedure. However, elevated temperature proof
testing, or proof testing of a pre-exposed sample may be applicable. There will
undoubtedly be other materials for which similar problems can be expected. These
materials can be identified only through extensive investigations that are designed to
test these materials with regard to the theory presented in this paper.

7. Summary

This paper has presented a review of techniques that have been developed recently
to assure the reliability of ceramic components in structural applications. Although
fracture mechanics forms the basis of the failure prediction method, design diagrams
that are developed through application of the method do not have to be obtained using
fracture mechanics techniques. Instead, strength measarement techniques may be used
to obtain these diagrams. To apply these methods of failure prediction, del-yed
failure in the ceramic components is first characterized either by crack propagation
or strength measurement techniques. These basic data are then used to obtain failure
diagrams. Three types of failure diagrams are obtained depending on whether the size of
the critical flaw in the ceramic component is estimated by nondestructive evaluation,
proof testing, or statistical evaluation. The three types of failure diagrams are
used concurrently to evaluate the performance of a given component. The validity of
the theory has been tested experimentally, and agreement between theory and experiment
is generally satisfactory. However, additional experimentation is needed to fully
evaluate the limits of the theory. Nevertheless, within its range of applicability,
the theory provides a rational basis for design and is being used in a number of
applications.
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